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Experimental investigation of the characteristic features
of bremsstrahlung from high-energy electrons in
thin amorphous targets

V. A. Verzilov, I. E. Vnukov, V. V. Zarubin, B. N. Kalinin, G. A. Naumenko,
and A. P. Potylitsyn
Institute of Nuclear Physics, 634050 Tomsk, Russia

~Submitted 5 February 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 369–373~10 March 1997!

Radiation from 0–900 MeV electrons in thin amorphous films is inves-
tigated experimentally in the photon energy range 20–700 keV. The
Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal suppression of the soft part of the
bremsstrahlung spectrum and the Ter-Mikae´lyan density effect are de-
tected. Coherent bremsstrahlung on macroscopic inhomogeneities in
the target material is observed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00105-9#

PACS numbers: 78.70.Ck

Despite the fact that bremsstrahlung from electrons with energy of the order
GeV in amorphous targets has been investigated for a long time now, the region
bremsstrahlung spectrum from several keV to 1 MeV has been little studied exper
tally. Interesting effects such as the density effect,1 Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migda
suppression,2 and coherent bremsstrahlung on inhomogeneities in the target materia3 can
occur in this in this region of the spectrum. The first two effects have been investig
for accelerated electron energies from 8 to 20 GeV4 and the third effect has not bee
investigated. A theoretical analysis of this question was made in Ref. 5. We have
formed in this connection an experimental investigation of the bremsstrahlung spec
this energy range in thick (;1 mm! and thin (;10 mm) aluminum and molybdenum
targets.

The investigations were performed on the ‘‘Sirius’’ synchrotron in Tomsk at ac
erated electron energies up 900 MeV. The working accelerated-electron curren
10–20 mA with the electrons directed onto the target for 20 ms with an acceleration
of 200 ms. Bremsstrahlung from electrons with energy up to 900 MeV in targets
sisting of different materials and different thickness was investigated in the spectral
from 20 to 800 keV. The collimation of the bremsstrahlung was equal to 0.6 mrad.
energy range up to 1 MeV is accessible for measurements with a NaI~Tl! detector.

The experimental arrangement is displayed in Fig. 1. A 64364 mm NaI~Tl! detector
was placed in the direct bremsstrahlung beam. In this arrangement the accele
electron current was lowered by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude from the nominal value
not to overload the detector. The detector load was equal to 20–40 events per 2
Furthermore, the load on the spectrometric channel was checked by recording the
trum with random triggering of a charge-to-digit converter. To remove the Com
381 3810021-3640/97/050381-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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component appearing in the response function of the detector due to hardg rays, in
addition to the main spectral measurements we took the spectra with an absorbe
sisting of a lead plate 0.5 mm thick and a copper plate 1 mm thick, inserted into
bremsstrahlung beam. This information was then used in analyzing the spectra in o
remove the Compton component.

We investigated the radiation in targets consisting of 1.4 mm and 4mm aluminum,
0.3 mm and 12mm thick molybdenum, and 5mm thick Mylar at accelerated electro
energies of 600 and 900 MeV. The accelerated-electron current and the total ene
the radiation from a target were recorded in order to normalize the spectra.

The radiation spectra from thin and thick molybdenum targets with accelera
electron energies of 600 and 900 MeV are presented in Fig. 2. For convenienc
critical energies for the density effect and for coherent bremsstrahlung in thin targe
also indicated here. The critical energy for the density effect isgvp , whereg is the

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement.

FIG. 2. Spectra of the intensity of radiation from 600 and 900 MeV electrons in 13mm and 0.3 mm thick
molybdenum targets;vcoh52g2/ l , wherel is the target thickness,g is the Lorentz factor, andvp is the plasma
frequency.
382 382JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Verzilov et al.
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Lorentz factor andvp is the plasmon energy. The critical energy for coher
bremsstrahlung is 2g2/ l , wherel is the thickness of the target.

The radiation spectra from 600-MeV accelerated electrons in 1.4 mm, 25mm, and 4
mm thick aluminum targets and in a 5mm thick Mylar target are displayed in Fig. 3. Th
critical energies for the density effect and for coherent bremsstrahlung are also ind
in the figure.

Figure 4 shows the radiation spectra in the same targets as in Fig. 3 but
accelerated electron energy of 900 MeV. The thickness of the targets and hence a
radiation intensity in different targets differ very strongly, and for this reason, for c
venience in making comparisons, the spectra are normalized to the intensity of the
tion near 700 keV.

We can see that suppression of radiation in the soft part of the spectrum as com
with the classical Bethe–Heitler distribution is observed in all thick targets. The de
dence of this suppression on the energy of the accelerated electrons corresponds
analogous dependence of the density effect on the electron energy. However, the
acteristic suppression energy in the experiment is higher than the theoretical value
could be due to the presence of a Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal type effect i
observed spectra. According to Ref. 4, the suppression of the radiation intensity
bremsstrahlung spectrum appears if

v,kLPM5E2/ELPM , ~1!

FIG. 3. Spectra of the intensity of radiation from 600 MeV electrons in aluminum and Mylar targets of diff
thickness,vcoh52g2/ l .
383 383JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Verzilov et al.
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where v is the energy of the emitted photon,E is the electron energy
ELPM5m2c4X0a/8p\c, m is the electron mass,X0 is the radiation length, anda is the
fine-structure constant.

For our conditions (E5900 MeV, aluminum target! kLPM520 keV. However, an
approximate calculation of the spectrum taking account of the distribution of the
trons over the path length up to the exit within the limits of the angleug51/g shows that
under our conditions a Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal contribution can exist in the
tral region 50–400 keV. The shape of the spectrum in this energy range also ind
this.

One can see that in Fig. 3 there is a dependence of the suppression effect
target thickness. Analysis of this fact shows that this dependence is due to the
multiple-scattering angles of the electrons in molybdenum. This is why there is a
contribution from radiation to the collimator at large angles to the direction of motio
the electron, when its Lorentz factor no longer influences much the characteristics
radiation. Allowing for multiple scattering in the density effect confirms the appeara
of this dependence on the thickness. That is, there is no new effect here. This i
confirmed by the fact that there is no such dependence for light targets~Fig. 3!.

At an accelerated electron energy of 600 MeV~Fig. 3! we see only suppression o
radiation in the soft part of the spectrum, but for 900 MeV electrons~Fig. 4! the shape of
the spectrum in thin targets is qualitatively different. As the target thickness decre
the radiation intensity in the energy range up to 100 keV increases substantially. W
that for this energy range the target thickness (4mm! is much smaller than the radiatio
formation length (.30 mm). Under these conditions the transition radiation is s

FIG. 4. Spectra of the intensity of radiation from 900 MeV electrons in aluminum and Mylar targets of diff
thickness,vcoh52g2/ l .
384 384JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Verzilov et al.
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pressed. To be certain that the increase in the radiation intensity in the energy rang
100 keV is not due to transition radiation, we measured the radiation spectrum in
mm thick aluminum target with an electron energy of 900 MeV under conditions of s
collimation ~0.2 mrad! of the bremsstrahlung. In this case, the ratio of the transi
radiation intensity to the bremsstrahlung intensity should be several times lower.
ever, the shape of the experimental spectra with collimations of 0.6 and 0.2 mrad t
out to be the same. We note that the radiation intensity in the soft part of the spe
from a 5mm thick Mylar target is much higher than the radiation intensity of 700–8
keV photons. This can happen only if we are observing some kind of coherent radi
In addition, this effect appears only in thin targets, when the target thickness is eq
or less than the radiation formation length. We assume that under these conditions
are no other coherent processes besides coherent radiation on macroscopic~of the order
of several hundreds of angstroms! inhomogeneities in the target material. The intensity
this radiation depends very strongly on the character and size of the inhomogeneitie
for this reason it is still impossible to calculate it. Our estimates showed a qualit
correspondence between the forms of the theoretical and experimental spectra
coherent radiation and the dependence of this radiation on the energy of the acce
electrons.

Our investigations with accelerated electron energies less than 1 GeV confirme
density effect, predicted by Ter-Mikae´lyan, in bremsstrahlung from electrons in amo
phous targets. It was shown that the suppression of the soft component of the radia
thin amorphous targets~when the thickness of the target is less than the radiation for
tion length! is different from the suppression calculated neglecting the target thickn
The shape of the measured spectra suggests that the Landau–Pomeranchuk–Mi
fect makes a substantial contribution under these conditions. Coherent bremsstrahl
macroscopic inhomogeneities in the material of thin amorphous targets was obs
experimentally.

1M. L. Ter-Mikaélyan, Higher-Energy Electromagnetic Processes in Condensed Media, Wiley-Interscience,
New York, 1972@Russian original, Erevan, 1969#.

2L. D. Landau and Ya. Pomeranchuk, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR92, 735 ~1953!.
3K. Yu. Platonov, I. P. Toptygin, and G. D. Fle�shman, Usp. Fiz. Nauk160~4!, 59 ~1990! @Sov. Phys. Usp.33,
289 ~1990!#.

4P. L. Anthony, R. Beckeret al., Phys. Rev. Lett.75, 1949~1995!.
5N. N. Nasonov, Ukr. Fiz. Zh.37~2!, 210 ~1992!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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On ‘‘Hodge’’ topological strings at genus zero

A. Loseva)

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia; Departm
Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520

~Submitted 9 January 1997; resubmitted 13 February 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 374–379~10 March 1997!

A ‘‘Hodge strings’’ construction of solutions to associativity equations
based on thet-part of t2t* equations is proposed. This construction
formalizes and generalizes the ‘‘integration over the position of the
marked point’’ procedure for computation of amplitudes in topological
conformal theories coupled to topological gravity. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00205-3#

PACS numbers: 11.25.2w

1. TOPOLOGICAL STRINGS AND ASSOCIATIVITY EQUATION

The ‘‘topological string theory’’1–6 studies genus-q ‘‘generalized amplitudes’’
GAq which take on values in cohomologies of the Deligne–Mamford compactifica
M̄q,n of the moduli space of complex structures of genus-q Riemann surfaces withn
marked points. The pairing betweenGAq and the cycleCPM̄q,n is given by1,2,5 the
functional integral:

~GAq ,C!~V1 , . . . ,Vn!5E
CPM̄q,n

E DfV1~f~z1!! . . .Vn~f~zn!!exp~STS~f!!,

~1!

where the fieldsVi(f(z)) are called vertex operators and the ordinary amplitu
Aq(V1 , . . . ,Vn) correspond toC5M̄q,n .

The Deligne–Mamford compactificationM̄0,n is a union ofM0,n ~set ofn noncoin-
cident points onCP1 moduliSL(2,C) action! and a compactification divisorComp. The
divisorCompis a union of componentsC(S), whereS is a partition ofn marked points
into two groups consisting ofn1(S) andn2(S) points,ni.1. A surface corresponding to
a general point inC(S) is a union of two spheres having one common point w
n1(S) marked points on the first sphere andn2(S) on the second. The set of gener
points inC(S) form a spaceM0,n111^M0,n211.

It is expected1 that the functional integral for surfaces corresponding to points
C(S) factorizes, and

~GA0 ,C~S!!~Vi1
, . . . ,Vin

!5h jkA0~Vi1
, . . . ,Vin1

,Vj !A0~Vi l11
, . . . ,Vin2

,Vk! , ~2!

whereh is a matrix of symmetric bilinear nondegenerate products of vertex operat
386 3860021-3640/97/050386-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Keel found that the homology ringH* of M̄0,k is generated by cyclesC(S). He
described relations between these cycles in homologies leading~by virtue of ~2!! to
constraints onGA0.

An elegant way of formulation of these constraints uses the generating functio
the amplitudes. Introducing formal parametersTi we define

F~T!5 (
k53

`
1

k!
A0~Ti1Vi1

, . . . ,TikVi k
! . ~3!

Then

]3F~T!

]Ti]Tj]Tk
hkl

]3F~T!

]Tl]Tp]Tq
5

]3F~T!

]Ti]Tp]Tk
hkl

]3F~T!

]Tl]Tj]Tq
. ~4!

Using the factorization property and Keel’s decription of homologies of the mo
space, one can reconstructGA0 from A0 ~Ref. 5; see also 4!.

2. AMPLITUDES IN TOPOLOGICAL CONFORMAL THEORY COUPLED TO
TOPOLOGICAL GRAVITY

The Hodge string construction generalizes the ‘‘integration over the position o
marked point’’ procedure1–4 of computation of amplitudes in the ‘‘conformal topologic
theory coupled to topological gravity.’’

The general covariant actionSm of the topological field theory is a sum of a topo
logical ~metric-independent! Q-closed termStop and aQ-exact term for a fermionic scala
symmetryQ:

Sm5Stop~f!1Q~R~f!,g!,

whereg denotes the metric on the Riemann surface. The energy–momentum tensoT is
Q-exact:

T5QS dR

dg D5Q~G! . ~5!

We call a topological field theory conformal ifR is conformal invariant, i.e., ifG is
traceless.

We introduce fermionic two-tensor fieldsc, such that functions ofg, c are forms on
the space of metrics and external differential on these forms:Qg5c (d/dg).

The action for topological theory coupled to topological gravity is

STS5Sm1cG5Stop1~Q1Qg!~R!.

The functional integralZ(g,c) over the set of fieldsf with the actionSTS is a closed
form on the space of metrics. SinceG is traceless,Z is a horizontal4,8 formb! with respect
to conformal transformations of the metric and diffeomorphisms of the Riemann sur
and thus it defines a closed form on the moduli space of conformal~5complex! structures
on the genus-q Riemann surface.
387 387JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. Losev
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To construct generalized amplitudes, at marked points on the Riemann surfa
insert fields~zero-observables or ‘‘vertex operators’’! Vi such that

Q~Vi !50, G0,2~Vi !50. ~6!

HereG0,2 is the superpartner of the component of the energy–momentum tensorT0,2
that corresponds to the rotation, with the constant phasez→eiuz, of the local coordinate
at the marked point. The first condition in~6! is needed to construct a closed form on t
space of metrics, while the second provides horizontality of the corresponding form
respect to diffeomorphisms that leave the marked points fixed but rotate the
coordinate.4,8,10,11

3. INTEGRATION OVER POSITIONS OF THE MARKED POINTS

The ‘‘integration over marked points’’ procedure reduces all genus-zero amplit
to the three-point amplitude:

Fi jk5A0~Vi ,Vj ,Vk!,

which can be computed from the topological matter theory.

In conformal topological theory we associate to a zero-observableVi a two-
observableVi

(2)5GL,21GR,21Vi . Thus we deform a topological theory to a family o
theories parametrized byt, with the action Sm(t)5Sm1t iVi

(2) , and so the zero-
observablesV form a tangent bundle to this space of theories4.

If in the functional integral that computes the measure onM0,n we first integrate
over the position of the marked point and only then take the functional integral
n-point amplitude becomes the derivative int of then21 point amplitude.

In the process of integration we should take the special care about the region
the moving point tends to hit a fixed point, since the geometry there is not a ‘‘naive’’
The contribution from this region~contact terms3,6,8,9! leads to a specific contact term
connection on the bundle of zero-observables over the space of theories and thus
tangent space to the space of theories.

Repeating this procedure again and again, we can recover the amplitudes
Fi jk(t). The amplitudes should be symmetric and independent of the order of integr
over the positions of the marked points.

In other words, the generating parametersT from ~3! should become so-calle
special coordinates on the space of theories, the derivatives with respect to specia
dinates should become covariantly constant sections of the contact term connectio
the symmetric tensorFi jk ~in the special coordinate frame! should be a third derivative o
F(T). Moreover,F(T) has to satisfy the WDVV equations~4!.

This implies that the contact term connection is quite a special one!

To gain a better understanding of this connection we will study the space of sta
2D theory associated to the boundary of the Riemann surface — to the circle. More
we will restrict ourselves to the subspaceH of these states that are invariant under t
constant rotations of the circle.
388 388JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. Losev
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The fermionic symmetryQ of the theory andG0,2 reduce to odd anticommuting
operatorsQ andG2 on H.

Zero-observablesVi , when inserted at the middle of the punctured disc, gene
stateshi that areQ- andG2-closed:

Qhi5G2hi50; ~7!

the zero-observable 1 generates the distinguished stateh0. The operation of stitching two
discs together corresponds to the bilinear pairing^,&. Integrals of zero-observables alon
the boundary give operatorsF i5*S1Vids.

One can show that they have the following properties:

Q25G2
2 5QG21G2Q50, @Q,F i #50, @F i ,F j #50, ~8!

QT5eQ, GT52eG, FT5F . ~9!

Here the transpose ‘‘T’’ is taken with respect to the pairinĝ,&, and the operatore
commutes withF and anticommutes withQ andG2 .

In the deformed theory one hasQ(t)5Q1@G2 ,t iF i # at first order int. To ensure
it globally we will take for simplicityc!

@@G2 ,F i #,F j #50. ~10!

The contribution from the region near the place where the ‘‘moving’’i th point hits
the markedj th point gives the ‘‘cancelled propagator argument’’~CPA! constraint on
stateshj over the space of theories:3,8,9

d i
~CPA!hj5G2E

0

`

dtG0,1exp~2tT0,1!F ihj , ~11!

sod (CPA)h isG2-exact. HereT0,1 is the Hamiltonian acting on the spaceH, andG0,1 is
its superpartner:T0,15Q(G0,1).

Covariantly constant sectionsd! of the CPA connection will be denoted ashi(t). This
connection induces the connection on the space of zero-observables: covariantly co
sections of contact term connectionsVi(t)5ui

j (t)Vj are such that, when inserted in th
middle of the disc in thet-deformed theory, they produce covariantly constant sect
hi(t):

hi~ t !5 lim
r→0

r T0,1F jh0~ t !ui
j~ t !. ~12!

Let us denote byCi(t) the matrix of operations ofF i in Q(t)-cohomologies. Then
relation ~12! reads:

@hi~ t !#Q~ t !5ui
j~ t !Cj~ t !@h0~ t !#Q~ t ! ~13!

here and below@h#Q stands for a class of aQ-closed elementh in Q-cohomologies.

From the functional integral we get:

Fi jk~ t !5^hi~ t !,F lhk~ t !&uj
l ~ t ! . ~14!
389 389JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. Losev
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While the string origin of the above procedure is quite natural, its consistency i
from being obvious.

In the next section we will show how to construct solutions to the associat
equations~and thus allGA0) from the Hodge data (H,Q,G2 ,F i ,^&) if we assume the
Hodge property and the primitive element property. In particular, this would demons
the consistency of the ‘‘integration over the positions of the marked point’’ procedu
the Hodge data were obtained from some topological conformal theory.

Hodge property: There is a set ofQ- andG2-closed vectorshi such that classes
@hi #Q and @hi #G2

form bases inQ- andG2-cohomologies.

Primitive element property: There is a class@h0#Q in Q-cohomologies such that th
matrixDia5Ci ,a

b h0,b is square and nondegenerate. Here the indicesa label some basis in
Q-cohomologies,Ci ,a

b is a matrix representing the operation ofF i in these cohomologies
andh0,b are components of the class@h0#Q .

4. ‘‘HODGE STRING’’ CONSTRUCTION

The Hodge string construction gives the solution to the associativity equations
ing from the following data:Z2 -graded vector spaceH, odd operatorsQ andG2 , even
operatorsF i , and a bilinear pairinĝ,&, having properties satisfying Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and
~10!, the Hodge property,e! and the primitive element property.

The construction goes in two steps. In the first step we construct a flat conne
with the spectral parameter from the Hodge data. In physical terms it is a constra
the space of states. The primitive element property is not used in the first step.
second step, with the help of the primitive element property we induce flat constrai
the tangent bundle to the deformation space from the constraint constructed in th
step~i.e., we induce connection on the space of zero-observables from the connect
the space of states, like in~13!!. Then we will integrate covariantly constant vector fiel
of this constraint to special coordinatesT on the deformation space and finally constru
F(T).

Step 1.From the Hodge data one canonically constructs the connection~first con-
structed by Saito12 in a slightly different context!

]

]t i
dab1z21Ci ,ab~ t ! ~15!

such that this connection is flat for allz andCi ,ab5Ci ,ba . This connection is known as
the t-part of t2t* equations7.

Idea of the proof:The Hodge property leads to the Hodge property forQ(t) and
G2 for all t close enough to zero~with the preferred vectorshi(t), such that] thi(t) is
G2 exact — they generalize covariantly constant sections of the CPA connection~11!!.
Consider Q(t,z)5Q(t)1zG2 cohomologies in H^C@z,z21#. Classes of
@Pi(z,z

21hi(t)#Q(t,z) ~for Pi being t-independent polynomials! form a Hodge basis in
Q(t,z) cohomologies. Next, we construct the Gauss–Manin~in the Saito12 sense! flat
connection inQ(t,z)-cohomologies through its covariantly constant sections
390 390JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. Losev
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Q~ t,z!

.

The Gauss–Manin constraint written in the Hodge basis takes the form~15!. Since
bilinear pairing descends toG2 cohomologies it ist independent in the Hodge basis an
can be taken to be equal todab . This leads to the symmetry of matrixCi .

Step 2.From Step 1 we conclude that there exists a symmetric matrixtab , such that

Ci ,ab5
]

]t i
tab .

Let us define special coordinatesTa on the deformation space with the help of th
primitive element

Ta~ t !5tab~ t !h0,b . ~16!

Statement:There exists a functionF(T) defined by

]

]Ta]Tb
F~T!5tab~ t~T!! ~17!

such that it satisfies the associativity equations withhab5dab.

Proof: Explicit check.

Then we define a new set of coordinatesf! Ti as linear combinations ofTa by:

Ta5Ci ,ab~0!h0,b . ~18!

A function F(Ta(Ti)) is the desired function that solves associativity equations w
h i j such that its inverse is given by:

~h21! i j5^h0 ,CiCjh0&5h0,a~CiCj !abh0,b .

Below we present some explicit formulas. Define

Ci ,ab~ t !5( Ci j 1 . . . j n ,ab

t j 1 . . . t j n
n!

, F~Ti !5( F j 1 . . . j n

Tj 1
. . .Tjn

n!
. ~19!

Then

Fi jk5^h0 ,CiCjCkh0&, Fi jkl5^h0 ,Ci@Cj ,Ckl#h0& , ~20!

Fi jklm5^h0 ,Ci@Cjkl ,Cm#h0&1^h0@Cim ,Cj #Cklh0&1^h0@Cim ,Cl #Cjkh0&

1^h0@Cim ,Ck#Cl j h0& .

I would like to thank R. Dijkgraaf, A. Gerasimov, G. Moore, N. Nekrasov, I. Po
ubin, A. Rosly, and S. Shatashvili for helpful discussions.
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b!A differential form on the principal bundle is called horizontal if its contraction with the vertical~tangent to
the fiber! vector is zero. Closed horizontal forms on the total space correspond to closed forms on the b
the bundle.

c!In the general case one has to make arguments of the Kodaira–Spencer type, see Ref. 6.
d!Flatness of the CPA connection is nessesary for consistency of the procedure.
e!The Hodge property is possessed, for example, ifQ andG2 are two supersymmetries inN52 supersymmetric
quantum mechanics with a discrete spectrum of the Hamiltonian.

f!The coordinatesTi integrate the vector fieldsui introduced in Eqs.~12! and ~13!.
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Non-envelope formulation for femtosecond optical
pulses in semiconductors
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Bucharest, Romania

F. Moldoveanu
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N.-C. Panoiu
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~Submitted 26 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 380–384~10 March 1997!

We analyze the response of an ensemble of 1s-excitons driven by a
femtosecond optical pulse, beyond traditional ‘‘slowly varying ampli-
tudes’’ approach. For optical pulses of a given duration it is shown that
the off-resonance optical field can evolve into a stable soliton with
nonzero asymptotic behavior. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00305-8#

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 42.50.Md, 42.65.Tg, 71.36.1c

Over the past few years, optical pulse durations as short as 6–10 femtosecond
been demonstrated for wavelengths ranging from the blue-green to the near-inf
These have been widely exploited to generate a unipolar single-cycle electroma
pulse in a variety of nonlinear media1 and have prompted a flurry of activity in theoretic
studies in order to answer the question of whether it is possible to obtain correct k
edge relevant to the dynamics of such pulses within the traditional framework o
slowly varying envelope approximation~SVEA! operating with a quasi-monochromat
field. From this point of view there is much importance in the recent observation,apropos
Kerr self-focusing, that the SVEA loses its justification long before the pulse dura
approaches an optical cycle.2

The problem encountered by the SVEA in a femtosecond domain is that bot
wide spectrum of the pulse and its intense field increase the number of harmonic
have to be included in the series expansion of the polarization in powers of the fiel
whose phase-matching conditions must be adjusted for all harmonics simultane
This violates the basic assumptions of the SVEA as to the presence of a weakly non
and highly dispersive medium; superposition does not hold, preventing one from lim
consideration to a finite number of interacting waves. And, what is more, quan
mechanical effects may come into play at the subwavelength scale.
393 3930021-3640/97/050393-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The purpose of this letter is to go beyond the SVEA to show the advantages
self-consistent description based on the semiconductor Maxwell–Bloch equa
~SMBEs! and to impose proper relationships among nonlinearity, dispersion, dissip
~or amplification!, and backscattering effects. We derive an asymptotic analytic solu
for the induced polarization of excitons at low density. It gives rise to new features i
quasiadiabatic following which are absent in the standard SVEA model; known res3

are also recovered.

Consider the response of a semiconductor to a femtosecond electromagnetic fi
is described by the total macroscopic polarizationP obtained by summing over all wav
vectorsk, i.e.,P52(kdvcPk , wheredvc is the interband dipole matrix element; in th
summation, the factor of 2 takes the spin degeneracy into account. The time depen
of Pk is given in the Hartree–Fock limit by the semiconductor Bloch equations writte
the notation of Ref. 4:

i\ ] t Pk5~ec,k2ev,k1eg
0!Pk

1~ne,k1nh,k21!dcvE2(
q
Vuk2quPq , ~1!

i\ ] t ne,k5dvcEPk2dcvEPk* , ~2!

here the subscriptt indicates the corresponding derivative. The sum in the right-hand
of Eq. ~1! is conventionally termed a Coulomb hole and is given by the departure o
screened Coulomb potentialVk from its unscreened value. For simplicity the collisio
terms in Eqs.~1! and ~2! are neglected; this places an upper limit of 60 fs on the pu
width tp which can give rise to a quasiadiabatic following.5 Since we are interested i
low carrier densities, the contribution dominated by changes in the chemical pot
~i.e., phase-space filling!, conventionally called screened exchange, can be neglected
the sums(qVk2qPqnq , (qVk2qnqPq , and(qVk2qPqPk* , can be also omitted in Eqs
~1! and ~2!.

Following the steps used to calculate the macroscopic polarizationP we subse-
quently Fourier transform Eqs.~1! and~2! and scale the transformed polarizationPl and
excitation densitynl with the Wannier functioncl defined at the lattice site. In this way
one can formally write outP̃l as

P̃l~z,t !5 idcv\
21E

2`

t

@122ñl~z,t!#E~z,t!exp@2 ivl~ t2t!#dt, ~3!

wherel labels the discrete exciton energy states. In turn, the macroscopic polariz
P may be written asP(t)52dcv(lucl(R50)u2P̃l1c.c.

These equations show that if one knows a functional relationP̃l5 P̃l(ñl ,E) among
the induced polarization, excitation density, and the pulse field, thenñl(E) may be
determined. Furthermore, if bothñl(E) and P̃l(ñl ,E) are known, then one can derive
at least formally~by resolving the SBEs!, the functional relationP5P(E). This turns the
wave equation into a nonlinear partial differential equation forE(z,t) alone. Pursuing
this program, we replace the integral~3! by
394 394JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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]k

]tk
@~122ñl!E#, ~4!

which presumes that the dependencen(E) is a power series inE and] tE. In principle,
the series~4! generates an infinite hierarchy of coupled equations. Thus the best on
hope to do is to truncate this expansion, i.e., to find an expansion parameter which
such a truncation meaningful. In general, this means long pulses, i.e.,vltp@1, which is
essentially the approach first introduced by Crisp,6 whose expansion parameter w
s51/(vg2vp)tp!1.

From Eqs.~3! and ~4! one can derive the relation

P~z,t !5
4eexcr 0

pel
SE2

\2

el
2

]2E

]t2
2
1

2
E
E2

E0
2D , ~5!

where r 05@122ñl(t52`)#, E05el /2dcv , and eexc is the exciton binding energy
Note that we dropped all terms of the order higher than two in the expansion~4!, and that
both amplifying and absorbing semiconductors are described by Eq.~5!. It is also of
particular importance for the analysis below that the nonlinearity and dispersion co
ute to the polarization~5! with the same sign. In the plane-wave approximation,
substitution into the classical wave equation leads to

]zzE5c22] tt@1116r 0~eexc/el!~12~\/el!2] tt!28r 0~eexc/el!~E/E0!
2#E. ~6!

This can be further simplified under the assumption thatEt1cEz'Et , which physically
means that we consider a femtosecond pulse propagating in the positivez direction and
stipulates that the backscattered wave is taken into account on a spatial scale larg
the pulse length. Under these circumstances, Eq.~6! becomes

Ez1vg
21Et1c1E

2Et1c2Ettt50, ~7!

where the following set of parameters is used:

vg5c@114pr 0x l~0!#21/2, c15
6pvg
c2

r 0xnl~0!,

c25r 0
pvg
c2 F]2x l

]v2 G
v50

, and xnl~0!5
1

4p

\vLT

el

1

E0
2 ,

where x l(v) is the linear susceptibility of excitons,vLT58psdcv
2 \21, and s is the

Sommerfeld factor;xnl(0) is related to the traditional cubic susceptibility of the sem
conductor as follows:

xnl~0!5
4

3
x~3!~3v,v,v,v!uv5054x~3!~v,v,v,2v!uv50 .

Equation~7! is the modified Korteweg–de Vries equation~mKdV! which belongs to
the class of partial differential equations integrable by the inverse scattering transf7

The general solutions of Eq.~7! are governed by the relative sign between the nonlin
395 395JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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and dispersion terms, the asymptotic values of the field~the boundary condition!, and by
the pulse width. In the notationE(z56`)5E` , the general single-soliton solution take
the form

E~z,t !5E`F12
4e2b~12Ed /E0!

~12Ed /E022d2e2b!212d2e22bG . ~8!

Here

b5~ t2z/v !/tp1b0 , Ed
252E`

21E0
2 , d5E` /E0 ,

v215vg
21@112pr 0xnl~0!~3E`

21E0
2!#, and tp5A @]2x l /]v2#v50

2E0
2xnl~0!

,

whereE0 labels the maximum amplitude of the bright soliton, and its displacement f
E` is given byEd , which is to be found for a given set of boundary conditions. It tu
out that the solutionsE(z,t) lie in the rangeE`<E<E`14dE0

2. They describe either a
bright soliton superimposed on a continuous-wave background, i.e., a unbound solit
a hyperbolic-secant solitary pulse; the behavior depends on the value ofE` . The transi-
tion between bound and unbound solitons occurs atE`.0, which may be brought abou
by biasing the semiconductor with a dc electric field. It is under this condition tha
unbound soliton~8! is excited and will propagate through the medium of excitons.

In the limiting caseE`50 one can expect that the general solution~8! converges to
the hyperbolic-secant form

E~z,t !5
1

tp
A @]2x l /]v2#v50

xnl~0!
sechS t2z/v

tp
D , ~9!

which is determined exclusively by the given pulse widthtp ; its velocity is

v215vg
21S 11

pr 0
tp
2 F]2x l

]v2 G
v50

D . ~10!

This leads to the expected result that the soliton~9! has a lower velocity than that of
low-frequency electromagnetic wave in the inverted medium (r 051), and a greater ve
locity than that of a low-frequency electromagnetic wave in the absorbing med
(r 0521).

In the general case of the nonzero boundary condition, the unbound solito~8!
occurs, and its behavior is considerably more complicated. In Fig. 1 we plot the inte
of single bright solitons with nonzero boundary conditions for a variety of different ra
d. There is a typical spreading out of the hump amplitudes for values ofd>1. Notice
also the appearance of asymmetry ford.0.5. This is due to the line broadening by the
field E` , which shifts the dispersion contour and thus makes the whole pulse p
asymmetric.

Let us return to Eq.~5!. As we mentioned, the relative contributions to the pol
ization of excitons from nonlinearity and dispersion effects are of the same sign an
dictates our choice of the solution with nonzero asymptotic behavior of the form~8! and
rules out the following dark soliton solution:
396 396JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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E~z,t !5E`F12
4e2b

~112d2e2b!222d2e22bG , ~11!

where

b5~ t2z/v !/tp1b0 , and v
215vg

21@112pr 0xnl~0!~3E`
22E0

2!#.

This solution is depicted in Fig. 2 and describes the bifurcation of the dark-grey so
state into the coupled state of two dark-black solitons of equal width, withd→A2/2 as a

FIG. 1. Normalized intensity versus normalized time for single bright solitons with nonzero boundary c
tions; d50.75 — ~solid!, 1.0 — ~dashes!, and 2.0 —~dots!. Note the asymmetry of the soliton acquired wi
the growth ofd.

FIG. 2. Dark-grey to dark-black soliton bifurcation;d5A2/2 — ~solid!, 0.72 —~dashes!, and 2 —~dots!. Note
the asymmetry as in Fig. 1.
397 397JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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point of bifurcation. Although this topology of the femtosecond field should be rega
as only illustrative, it is noteworthy that it refutes the misconception of Hayata
Koshiba3 that a prerequisite of its existence is the presence of a quadratic nonlinea
the system.

It would be of interest to verify our results experimentally for, say, a GaAs/AlGa
guiding structure, in which Hartenet al. observed the escape of a subpicosecond p
from a quasiadiabatic following.8 This was identified with carrier density oscillations
the semiconductor. It is anticipated in our study that the effects of phase-space fillin
exciton screening may be quasiadiabatically ruled out, and thus the line broadening
be lifted. On the other hand, the quasiadiabatic following regime requires that the
contains several optical cycles, and hence sets a window for the pulse width us
experiments. In addition, one must have a structure as long as several soliton inter
lengths in order to ensure soliton formation. The first step is thus to do shape me
ments to see if the pulse reaches the steady-state shape corresponding to the give
width and the material parameters. If the soliton is observable, its shape can be ch
by a dc seed field, and this provides a further test of the theoretical predictions. Ther
1-cm long GaAs/AlGaAs guiding structure at room temperature may yield the pred
behavior upon a 10 GW/cm2 excitation by a Ti:sapphire laser generating 20–60 fs pu
at l58502940 nm. Such an experiment may dramatically change the picture of qu
diabatic following in semiconductors obtained so far within the SVEA.

We thank S. A. Darmanyan, F. Lederer, A. Miller, and S. G. Tikhodeev for hel
suggestions and comments. The work performed in Jena was supported by De
Forschungsgemeinschaft~DFG!.
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Observation of oriented 2 3S1 helium atoms in a
sodium–helium plasma irradiated by polarization-
modulated laser radiation

S. P. Dmitriev, N. A. Dovator, R. A. Zhitnikov, V. A. Kartoshkin,
and V. D. Mel’nikov
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 5 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 385–387~10 March 1997!

An experiment on the observation of spin polarization of metastable
helium atoms interacting with optically oriented sodium atoms under
continuous rf discharge conditions is described. Laser radiation with
alternating-sign circular polarization, tuned to the resonance excitation
of the 32S1/2–3

2P1/2 transition in Na atoms, is used as the source for
optical pumping of ground-state sodium atoms. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00405-2#

PACS numbers: 67.65.1z, 52.80.Pi, 32.80.Bx

Spin orientation of atoms can be obtained not only as a result of their intera
with optical resonance radiation but also as a result of spin-orientation transfer
atoms of one kind~preoriented! to atoms of a different kind~initially unoriented!. For
example, orientation of metastable triplet helium atoms can occur as a result o
interaction of the atoms with optically oriented alkali atoms in a pulsed rf disch
plasma. Orientation of 23S1 helium atoms in Cs–He,1 Rb–He,2,3 and K–He4 plasmas has
been obtained by this method. The characteristic experimental features of these
were the use of a pulsed rf discharge~which produced the alkali–helium plasma!, the use
of electrode-free spectral lamps as light sources for optical pumping of the alkali-m
atoms, and detection of the orientation of the helium atoms according to the change
absorption of the pump light accompanying the excitation of magnetic resonance
23S1/2 state of the helium atoms.

In the present work we observed the transfer of spin orientation from sodium a
oriented by laser radiation to 23S1 metastable helium atoms excited in the Na–He plas
of a continuous rf discharge. The use of polarization-modulated laser pump radiat
this experiment made it possible to detect spin orientation of the helium atoms acco
to a change in the absorption of the resonant helium light without using the magn
resonance technique.

The experimental arrangement is displayed in Fig. 1. In this work, we used a'70
mW tunable continuous dye laser~rhodamine-6G!, built in the laboratory, with a 4-wat
argon pump laser tuned to the wavelength (L5589.6 nm) of the 32S1/2–3

2P1/2 transition
in the sodium atoms. The essence of the experiment was as follows. An alternatin
orientation of the sodium atoms is produced by the action of the pump laser rad
399 3990021-3640/97/050399-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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which is directed along a constant magnetic fieldH0540 mOe and passes through a mi
quarter-wave (L/4) plate rotating with frequencyf560 Hz. The 23S1 metastable helium
atoms were aligned as a result of spin-dependent collisional processesa! occurring in a
gas-discharge chamber, consisting of a glass cell with metallic sodium and hel
under a pressure of 1 torr. Unpolarized radiation from a helium lamp was passed th
the plasma in the direction of the pump beam and was used to detect the spin orien
of the helium atoms that arises in atom–atom and electron–atom collisions. A cir
analyzer and an optical filter (l51083 nm, 23S1–2

3P0,1,2 transition in He atoms! were
placed between the gas-discharge chamber and the photodetector. In this case th
sity of the light recorded by the photodetector depends on the direction and deg
orientation of the ensemble of 23S1 helium atoms.5 Since the sign of the circular polar
ization of the light pumping the Na atoms changes froms1 to s2 twice during every
revolution of theL/4 plate and the orientation of the helium atoms follows the chang
the orientation of the Na atoms, the output signal of the photodetector consists
alternating voltage with a frequency 2f5120 Hz.

Figure 2 displays the signal showing the variation in the intensity of the probe
from the helium lamp. The signal was obtained by synchronous detection at the
quency 2f while slowly varying the wavelength of the tunable laser near the reson
line of sodium (D1 line, L5589.6 nm). Detection of such a signal indicates unequi
cally the appearance of spin-oriented helium atoms in a sodium–helium plasma
width of the signal in Fig. 2 is determined by the spectral width of the tunable l
radiation and equals 0.007 nm. The relative amplitude of signal correspond
dI /DI50.001, wheredI is the change occurring in the intensity of the probe light as
wavelength of the laser radiation is scanned andDI is the change in the intensity of th
probe light due to absorption of the light in the chamber when the discharge is swi
on. The ratiodI /DI can serve as an estimate of the degree of orientation of 23S1 meta-
stable He atoms.

In conclusion it should be noted that the comparatively low degree of orienta
(0.1%) of the helium atoms which is obtained in the present experiment can be incr

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus:1— Argon laser,2— tunable laser,3— rotating
L/4 plate,4— thermostatted gas-discharge chamber,5— enameled electrode,6— rf discharge generator,7—
Helmholtz coil,8— ferromagnetic shield,9— helium spectral lamp,10— circular analyzer,11— interfer-
ence filter (l), 12— photodetecting unit with a synchronous detector.
400 400JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Dmitriev et al.
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by decreasing the depolarization of the sodium atoms at the walls of the chambe~by
increasing the pressure of the buffer gas~He!!, optimizing the parameters of the ga
discharge, and increasing the spectral power of the laser radiation. We plan to do
future experiments.

a!Elementary processes of this kind in an alkali–helium plasma also include spin-dependent Penning ion
of n2S1/2 alkali-metal atoms interacting with 23S1 helium atoms, interatomic spin exchange occurring
elastic collisions of these atoms, and also collisions of He atoms with electrons polarized in the process
exchange of free plasma electrons with optically oriented alkali-metal atoms.

1E. V. Blinov, R. A. Zhitnikov, and P. P. Kuleshov, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.2, 305 ~1976! @Sov. Tech. Phys.
Lett. 2, 117 ~1976!#.

2G. M. Keiser, H. G. Robinson, and C. E. Jonson, Phys. Lett. A51, 5 ~1975!.
3E. V. Blinov, B. I. Ginzburg, and R. A. Zhitnikov, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.54, 287~1984! @Sov. Phys. Tech. Phys.29,
168 ~1984!#.

4E. V. Blinov, B. I. Ginzburg, R. A. Zhitnikov, and P. P. Kuleshov, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.54, 2315~1984! @Sov. Phys.
Tech. Phys.29, 1362~1984!#.

5R. J. Knoze, Z. Wu, and W. Happer, Adv. At. Mol. Phys.24, 224 ~1988!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 2. Signal showing the variation in the intensity of the probe light as the wavelength of the radiation
a tunable laser is scanned in the region of theD1 line of sodium (L5589.6 nm!. The signal was recorded at
gas-discharge temperature of'150 °C.
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Achromatic reconstruction of the wave front of
femtosecond laser pulses

D. A. Dement’ev
N. N. Andreev Acoustics Institute, 117036 Moscow, Russia

A. L. Ivanov, O. B. Serov, A. G. Stepanov, and S. V. Chekalina)

Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow R
Russia

A. M. Smolovich
Central Office of Design of Unique Instrumentation, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117342 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 10 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 388–390~10 March 1997!

Wave-front reconstruction by geometric-optical reflection of the recon-
structing radiation from interference surfaces of a structure recorded in
the bulk of a medium by counterpropagating laser pulses is observed.
The recording is done with the aid of a sapphire titanate laser. Pulse
durations of 30–40 fs are used. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00505-7#

PACS numbers: 42.40.Kw, 42.15.Dp, 42.40.Ht

This paper reports an experimental check of the following mechanism of wave-
reconstruction.1 Let the interference pattern of the objectA0(r )exp@ikL0(r )# and reference
AR exp@ikLR(r )# waves, satisfying the scalar equations of geometric optics, be reco
in a bulk medium. Herek52p/l is the wave number andl is the wavelength of the
radiation,L0(r ) andLR(r ) are the eikonals of the waves,A0(r ) andAR are the ampli-
tudes of the waves, andr is the coordinate vector. Under the conditions of geomet
optical reflection of the reconstructing waveAC exp@ik8LR(r )# from the surface of con-
stant phase difference of the object and reference waves

LR~r !2L0~r !5p, ~1!

wherep is a constant for a given surface, the phasek8L refl(r ) of the reflected wave on
this surface equals the phase of the incident wave

k8L refl~r !5k8LR~r !. ~2!

It follows from Eqs.~1! and ~2! that

L refl~r !5L0~r !1p, ~3!

i.e., to within an additive constant, the eikonal of the object wave is reconstructed f
arbitrary value of the wave vectork8. Hence follows achromatic reconstruction of th
wave front — the surfaceL0(r )5 const.
402 4020021-3640/97/050402-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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This wave-front reconstruction mechanism was proposed by Denisyuk2 for three-
dimensional holograms. However, in Ref. 1 it was noted that this mechanism is fu
mentally different from the holographic mechanism of reconstruction because there
diffraction of the reconstructing radiation by the periodic interference structure w
local period contains holographic information about the form of the wave front. At
same time, in Ref. 3 it was shown that the mechanism of geometric-optical reconstru
does not work in real volume holograms. This is because diffraction by a transver~in
the plane of the hologram! periodic structure dominates. This is indicated by the exp
mentally observed presence of dispersion on reconstruction. For example, in the si
case of a plane-wave hologram the change in the wavelength of the reconstructing
tion results in a change in the direction of propagation of the reconstructed beam a
ing to the formula of the grating, the period of the grating corresponding to the perio
the transverse structure. Since the reconstructed beam can be observed only
wavelength varying within the spectral selectivity band of the hologram, a large inc
in the thickness of the hologram makes this observation impossible for waves w
differ appreciably from the Bragg reconstruction. At the same time, in the case of B
reconstruction the diffraction and geometric-optical images are identical.3 To observe
achromatic wave-front reconstruction the number of surfaces of interference ma
recorded in the bulk medium must be decreased while the thickness is increased. T
be done by using ultrashort laser pulses for recording.4,5

The experiment was performed with the aid of a femtosecond-pulse generator
on sapphire titanate with an argon ion laser pump. Dispersion compensation, achie
inserting a system of prisms in the cavity, made it possible to obtain consistently a
output of the generator pulses with a duration of 30–40 fs, measured by an autoco
tion method, and diffraction divergence. The radiation wavelength was varied in
range 780–830 nm and the pulse repetition frequency was equal to 80 MHz with av
power exceeding 100 mW. The laser beam was divided with the aid of a half-transm
interference mirror into two beams, which were directed toward one another. The re
ing plate was positioned so that its photosensitive layer was located in the regi
overlapping of the oppositely propagating pulses. The method of Ref. 5 was us
equalize exactly the lengths of the optical paths. The normal to the plate made an
of the order of 20° with the optic axis. Specially prepared photographic plates w
photosensitive layer of thickness from 110 to 280mm were used. An IAE´ opposed-type
photoemulsion, produced at the Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, was
tized to a wavelength of 800 nm. The exposure was set experimentally and was
order of a tenth of a Joule per square centimeter. Several fields with different exp
were irradiated on each photographic plate. As a control, some fields were expose
continuous radiation in the same geometry as with the pulsed radiation. Use was m
the possibility of rapidly transferring the laser from the femtosecond-pulse lasing re
into a continuous lasing regime.

In processing the photographic plates, we encountered a number of problem
nected with the large thickness of the photosensitive layer. These included the prob
ensuring that the development process occurs over the entire thickness of the
graphic layer, separation of the photoemulsion during the processing and drying o
tions, and strong diffusion of light in the processed layer. These difficulties were o
403 403JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Dement’ev et al.
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come mainly by optimizing the processing regime. Two basic processing methods
employed: physical development in GP-2 developer and development in phenidolm
hydriquinone developer, followed by bleaching. Development and washing were
ducted in a refrigerator at a temperature of the order 4 °C. Drying was gradual
initially it occurred in a closed volume with a little exchange of air. When the pho
graphic plates were processed, the photographic layer shrank substantially, as a re
which the reconstruction band shifted to wavelengths of the order of 600 nm. In co
to Ref. 5, in this range the brownish-black color, acquired by the exposed sections
photosensitive layer as a result of processing in GP-2 developer, did not prese
obstacle for penetration of the reconstructing radiation to a large depth.

An argon-laser pumped dye laser~rhodamine 6G solution in ethylene glycol! was
used for reconstruction. A continuous lasing regime with wavelength tuning from 58
630 nm with the aid of a dispersing element was used. The constructed beam of ligh
observed in a reflective geometry on a diffuse screen placed about 4 m from the photo-
graphic plate. The spectral selectivity of the structure recorded with the pulsed rad
made it possible to observe the reconstructed beam with a smooth variation of the
length of the radiation from 585 to 607 nm. With this variation the spot produced on
screen by the reconstructed beam did not move, i.e., the direction of propagation
reconstructed beam did not change. At the same time, for the structure recorded w
continuous radiation under the same conditions the spot on the screen moved by
This proves that in the present case the geometric-optics mechanism of reconstr
and not the diffraction mechanism operates for structures recorded with femtos
pulses.

In summary, achromatic restoration of a wave front by geometric-optical reflec
of the reconstructing radiation from surfaces of constant phase difference betwee
object and reference waves has been realized experimentally.

We thank R. V. Ryabova for preparing the photographic materials. These inve
tions were made possible by a grant from the Russian Fund for Fundamental Re
~95-02-05996! and a US CRDF grant~RP-2-154! for independent states of the forme
Soviet Union.

a!e-mail: yumatv@isan.msk.su
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2Yu. N. Denisyuk, Opt. Spektrosk.15, 522 ~1963! @Opt. Spectrosc.15, 279 ~1963!#.
3I. N. Sisakyan and A. M. Smolovich,Computer Optics@in Russian#, MTsNTI, Moscow, 1990, Vol. 7, p. 56.
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Contribution to the theory of Lorentzian ionization

B. M. Karnakova) and V. D. Mur
Moscow State Engineering-Physics Institute (Technical University), 115409 Moscow,
Russia

V. S. Popov
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 21 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 391–396~10 March 1997!

The probabilitywL of Lorentzian ionization, which arises when an
atom or ion moves in a constant magnetic field, is calculated in the
quasiclassical approximation. The nonrelativistic (v&e2/\51, v is the
velocity of the atom! and ultrarelativistic (v→c5137) cases are exam-
ined and the stabilization factorS, which takes account of the effect of
the magnetic field on tunneling of an electron, is found. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00605-1#

PACS numbers: 03.30.1p, 79.70.1q

1. When an atom or ion enters a magnetic field, an electric fieldE0 giving rise to
ionization of the atom appears in its rest systemK0 as a result of the Lorentz transfo
mation. This process has been termed Lorentzian ionization. We shall examine th
siclassical theory of the Lorentzian ionization and obtain formulas for the probab
wL which are asymptotically exact in weak fields (e,h!1). We shall use, as a rule, th
atomic units\5e5me51 and the ‘‘reduced’’ intensities of the external fields:

e5E0 /k3Ea , h5H0 /k
2Ha ,

where k5A22E0 (E0 is the energy of the atomic level!, Ea55.14•109 V/cm, and
Ha52.35•109 G. Here we confine our attention to the most important case of the
ization of ans level (l50).

2. If an atom moves with velocityv at an anglew with respect to the direction of the
magnetic fieldH, then in the fieldsE0 andH0 (E0'H0) given by

E05qH5~G221!1/2sin w•H,

H05~11q2!1/2H5~G2sin2w1cos2w!1/2H, ~1!

whereq5p' /mc and p' is the transverse~relative to the fieldH) momentum of the
particle andG5(12v2/c2)21/2 is the Lorentz factor, operate the rest system of the at
An important physical parameter determining the subbarrier motion of an electr
gL5vc /v t ,

b! wherevc5eH0 /mec is the Larmor or cyclotron frequency,v t5E0 /k is
the tunneling frequency in an electric field3,4

gL5
kH0

cE0
5

k

v S 11
cot 2w

G2 D 1/2, ~2!
405 4050021-3640/97/050405-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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where the velocityv is expressed in the atomic unitse2/\52.19•108 cm/s. For nonrela-
tivistic particlesE0 /H05v' /c!1 andgL5k/v' can assume arbitrary values. At th
same time, in the case of ultrarelativistic (G@1) particlesE0 /H0512(2q2)21→1 and
crossed fields appear in the systemK0, i.e., E0'H0 andE05H0. HereE0 can be many
times greater than the initial magnetic fieldH, and the parameter

gL5
k

137
@11~2G2sin2w!21#!1.

Using the quasiclassical solution3,4 obtained by the imaginary time method5 for the
problem of ionization of an atom in electric and magnetic fields we find for the prob
ity of Lorentzian ionzation~in the laboratory systemK)

wL5G21k2Ak
2S e

2D
122h

P~gL!@Q~gL!#hexpH 2
2

3e
g~gL!J . ~3!

HereAk is an asymptotic factor of the wave function in the free (E5H50) atom at
infinity ~see Eq.~9! in Ref. 4!, h5Z/k is the Sommerfeld parameter,Z is the charge of
the atomic core,c!

e5E0 /k35G
v'h

137k
, ~4!

g~g!5
3t0
2g

F12
At0

22g2

g2 G , ~5!

P~g!5
g2

t0
F S sinht0t0

1
t0

sinht0
D cosht022G21/2

, ~5a!

Q~g!5S t0
2g D 2expS 2E

0

t0
dtH g

t0
F S cosht02cosht

sinht0
D 2

2S sinh t

sinht0
2

t

t0
D 2G21/2

2
1

t02t J D , ~5b!

and, finally,t05t0(g) is determined from the equation

t0
22~t0 coth t021!25g2 ~6!

~see Fig. 1!. We note thatt0 has a simple physical meaningt052 ivct0, wheret0 is the
initial ~purely imaginary! moment of subbarrier motion, which terminates att50 when
the electron emerges from beneath the barrier. The factorG21 in Eq. ~3! takes account of
the time dilation on transforming from the rest systemK0 to the systemK.

The functionsg, P, andQ calculated according to the formulas presented above
shown in Fig. 2. We note that the factor (e/2)22hQh in Eq. ~3! is due to the Coulomb
interaction between the emerging electron and the atomic core~for negative ions of the
type H2, He2 and others it changes to one, sinceZ5h50). As follows from Fig. 2, this
~Coulomb! factor is much greater than the ionization probabilitywL , especially in the
casegL@1. The pre-exponential factorP(gL) arises as a result of summing the cont
butions to the tunneling probability from the pencil of subbarrier trajectories close to
406 406JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Karnakov et al.



n.
extremal trajectory~see Eq.~3! in Ref. 4!, and it operates in the opposite directio
Although the functionsP(g) andQ(g) vary more rapidly thang(g), the probability
wL is most sensitive to a change ing(gL), since this function appears in Eq.~3! in the
exponential with a large coefficient 2/3e.

It is convenient to write the probability of Lorentzian ionization in the form

wL5G21Sw~E0!, ~7!

FIG. 1. t0 versusg according to Eq.~6!.

FIG. 2. Plots of the functions appearing in Eq.~3!. C(g)[AQ(g).
407 407JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Karnakov et al.
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wherew(E0) is the probability of ionization of ans level under the action of only the
electric fieldE0 andS is a stabilization factor which takes account of the suppressio
the decay of the ground state by the magnetic field:

S5P~gL!@Q~gL!#hexp$2h21f ~gL!%, ~8!

where

f ~g!5
2

3
g@g~g!21#55

g3

45S 11
11

252
g21 . . . D , g!1

g2

4 S 12
8

3g
1

2

g2 1 . . . D , g@1
, ~9!

PQh55 11
2

9S h2
3

4Dg21 . . . , g!1

0.177 expH 2F12 g22phg1~2h21!~ lng12.27!G J , g@1
. ~10!

For slow particles the stabilization factor is exponentially small:

S'expH 2
1

4h S k

v'
D 2J , v!k ~11!

(g!1). However, it increases rapidly with the velocity of the atom and approaches
v@0.3kh21/3, wheng!3.5h1/3:

S512
1

45hS k

v'
D 3~112h!1 . . . . ~12!

3. A numerical calculation gives forS the curves in Fig. 3, whence one can see t
S!1 in the case of quite ‘‘weak’’ magnetic fields as well as forgL*1. The effect of the
Coulomb interaction onS becomes appreciable forgL.1.5 ~compare the solid and
dashed curves in Fig. 3, referring to the same values of the parametergL). The pre-
exponential factorP(gL) sharply decreases the ionization probability ifgL.10.

The static magnetic fields obtained under laboratory conditions do not exceed 1
The method of magnetic cumulation~i.e., compression of an axial magnetic field with th
aid of an explosion!, proposed by Sakharov in 1951,6 made it possible to reach record
high valuesH525 MG in the USSR6,7 and H515 MG in the USA.8 With further
progress in this field it can be expected that fields of 3•1072108 G will be reached.9 On
this basis, we calculated the stabilization factorS for a hydrogen atom~see Table I, where
the magnetic field is expressed in MG, the velocityv in atomic units,w5p/2, and
a(b) [a•10b). It is evident from the table that for the range of values ofH and v
considered, a sharp transition occurs from exponential suppression~11! of the probability
wL to the case~12!, when the effect of the magnetic field can be neglected. For
(v*10k and especially forG@1) particlesS'1, i.e., ionization of the atomic leve
occurs practically with the same rate as in the case of a purely electric fieldE0. This
408 408JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Karnakov et al.
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distinguishes Lorentzian ionization withG@1 from the well-known problem of pair
production from vacuum, whose probability in the case of crossed fields van
identically.10

We shall present some numerical estimates. ForH,1 MG an atom is essentially
stable, since the electric fieldE0 is too weak (E0,0.01 forG,25). Lorentzian ionization
can be observed in the regionH.10 MG if the velocityv is not too low. For example
for H525 MG we obtainwL'1029, 7•1024; 1.5•105; 1013 and 3•1015 s21 for v51;
1.25; 2; 5 and 10 a.u., respectively. Therefore in this range of velocities the situ
changes from practically complete stability of an atom up to ionization of the atom
a time comparable to the atomic time.

4. In closing we shall make several remarks.

a! The theory examined above can be extended to the case withlÞ0. The form of
the exponential factor in Eq.~3! remains the same but the pre-exponential factor chan
substantially.

b! Extending the imaginary time method to the relativistic case, it is possibl

FIG. 3. Stabilization factorS: Solid lines — for the ground state of the hydrogen atom (k5h51), dashed
curves — for a negative ion withk51, h50. The numbers on the curves are the values of the param
gL .

TABLE I.

v
H 1.0 1.25 2 10

1 2.2~224! 1.2~212! 1.38~23! 0.950
10 4.53~23! 6.63~22! 0.524 0.995
25 0.119 0.345 0.779 0.9985
50 0.355 0.598 0.889 0.9995
409 409JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Karnakov et al.
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study ionization of a level whose binding energy is comparable tomec
2. Taking account

of corrections of ordera2, the ionization probability in the case of crossed fieldsE and
H equals

w~E,H! } expH 2
2

3e
~12c1a

2k2!J ~13!

~with exponential accuracy!, where

c152
1

30F942SHE D
2G , a5

e2

\c
5

1

137
. ~13a!

Specifically,c153/40 for a purely electric field andc151/24 for crossed fields. In thes
cases the relativistic correction slightly increases the ionization probability.

We note that the leading term (22/3e) in the exponential~13! is determined only by
the electric field and does not depend onH. A different situation arises when the lev
approaches the limit of the lower continuum.d! We shall postpone this question to a mo
detailed paper.

c! For negative ions and the Rydberg states of atoms, the parameterk!1. For
example,k50.236 and 0.75 for H2 and He2 andk51/n for the excited states of the
hydrogen atom with principal quantum numbern. Weakly bound states withk!1 are
also encountered in solid-state physics, for example, Wannier–Mott excitons in sem
ductors (k;0.01 for a germanium crystal!, and elsewhere. In these cases, substanti
lower fieldse! than those presented above for the hydrogen atom are required to ion
level; this will undoubtedly make it easier to formulate an experiment.

We are grateful to Yu. N. Demkov for a helpful discussion in the course of this w
and also to S. G. Pozdnyakov and A. V. Sergeev for assisting in the numerical ca
tions.

a!e-mail: karnak@theor.mephi.msk.su
b!We note that this parameter is analogous to the well-known Keldysh parameter1,2 g5v/v t in the theory of
multiphoton ionization of atoms by laser light with frequencyv.

c!Z51, 0, and 2 for the neutral atom and singly-charged negative and positive ions. For the ground state
hydrogen atomk5h51 andAk5A2. We note that for the outers electrons in neutral atoms the coefficien
Ak varies over quite narrow limits: fromAk51.31 for the Cs atom toAk51.72 for Hg. Therefore the
probabilitywL is determined mainly by the binding energy of the level.

d!This can be realized11,12 in superheavy (Z;Zcr5173) atoms or in a collision of two heavy nucle
(Z11Z2.Zcr).

e!The characteristic external field intensities;k3Ea andk2Ha for k!1 are much lower than atomic fields.

1L. V. Keldysh, Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.45, 1945~1964! @Sov. Phys. JETP20, 1307~1965!#.
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Dissociation energy and ionization potentials of
molecules and molecular ions in a collisional hydrogen
plasma

S. I. Anisimov and Yu. V. Petrov
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432
Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 30 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 397–401~10 March 1997!

It is shown that the dissociation energies of a hydrogen molecule and a
hydrogen molecular ion are virtually independent of the screening
length of the Coulomb potential in plasma even at densities for which
the decrease in the ionization potential of the molecule reaches 30%.
For this reason, ionization of hydrogen in high-temperature shock-wave
experiments should occur in a molecular phase with the formation of
the molecular ion. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00705-6#

PACS numbers: 71.30.1h, 33.15.Fm, 33.15.Ry, 52.25.Mq

The metal–insulator phase transition in hydrogen under pressure is the subj
intense investigations both in low-temperature static experiments on compression
mond anvils1,2 and at high temperatures with shock compression in the liquid phas3–5

Under normal conditions the molecular phase of hydrogen is an insulator. It
interest to know what the high-temperature high-pressure phase is, whether re
molecular~in the form of hydrogen molecular ions5! or is atomic. Both possibilities have
been discussed in the literature~see, for example, Refs. 6–9!. The calculations showed
that in both cases the dielectric gap closes at megabar pressures. However, the c
tions were performed for crystalline phases and therefore they do not have any
bearing on the dynamical experiments,3–5 in which compressed hydrogen was in a liqu
or plasma state.

A decrease of the dielectric gap is equivalent in plasma to a decrease in the io
tion potential~which occurs in a nondegenerate plasma as a result of a decrease
Debye screening radiusl under compression!. Under sufficiently strong compression
this decrease is substantial and results in virtually complete ionization of the plasm
a substance consisting of molecules, such as hydrogen, the question of the effect
screening lengthl on both the dissociation and ionization energies of the molecule
important.

In this letter we calculate the dissociation energy of molecular formations of hy
gen ~the H2 molecule and the molecular ion H2

1), in which the interaction potentia
energy of the charged particles has the form of a screened Coulomb interaction
412 4120021-3640/97/050412-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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v~r !5
q1q2
r

e2r /l, ~1!

where q1 and q2 are the charges of the particles. The Hamiltonian of the mole
~neglecting the motion of the nuclei in the adiabatic approximation! has the form~in
atomic units!

Ĥ52
1

2
~D11D2!1

e2r12 /l

r 12
2
e2r1a /l

r 1a
2
er1b /l

r 1b
2
er2a /l

r 2a
2
e2r2b /l

r 2b
1
e2R/l

R
. ~2!

Here r 12 is the distance between the electrons 1 and 2,r 1a and r 1b are the distances
between the electron 1 and the nuclei of the moleculesa and b with the coordinates
Ra andRb , respectively, andR5uRa2Rbu is the distance between the nucleia andb.

FIG. 1. Energy of the bound state of two hydrogen atoms, allowing for screening of the potential, as a fu
of the distance between the atoms:1— l55; 2— l510; 3— l540.

TABLE I. Equilibrium interatomic distanceR0, the interatomic distanceR* at which the interatomic
interaction energy vanishes, and the dissociation energyD of the H2 molecule as a function of the
screening lengthl.

l R0 R* D
~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~a.u.!

5 1.45561 0.83089 0.13340
10 1.43673 0.82086 0.13666
20 1.43367 0.81809 0.13760
40 1.43057 0.81737 0.13782
80 1.43152 0.81715 0.13791
413 413JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 S. I. Anisimov and Yu. V. Petrov
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length.
We take the wave function of the electrons with a fixed distanceR between the
nuclei in the valence-bond approximation as a linear combination of the covalentC1 and
ionic C2 andC3 basis functions:

C15~ab̄!2~bā!, ~3!

C25aā, ~4!

C35bb̄. ~5!

Here

~ab̄!5Ua~1!a~1! a~2!a~2!

b~1!b~1! b~2!b~2!
U, ~6!

a(1) is the atomic orbital of electron 1 on nucleusa, a5(10) andb5(01) are the

spin states of the electrons in the atomic orbitals. We chose as atomic orbitals a
combination of six Gaussian 1s orbitals

w~r !5(
i51

6

ciwg
i ~r !, ~7!

where

wg
i ~r !5S 2a ij

2

p D 3/4e2a ij
2r2. ~8!

Herej is a variational parameter, and the coefficientsci anda i ( i51, 2, . . . ,6) are taken
from Ref. 10. The function~7! is a good approximation to the 1s Slater atomic orbital.

FIG. 2. Relative decrease of the ionization potential of a hydrogen atom as a function of the screening
414 414JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 S. I. Anisimov and Yu. V. Petrov
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In finding the smallest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian~2! in the basis functions
~3!–~5!, the following one- and two-electron matrix elements in a Gaussian basis a

1! the overlap integral

^ag
i ubg

j &5E wg
i ~r2Ra!wg

j ~r2Rb!dr ; ~9!

2! the matrix element of the kinetic energy:

^ag
i utubg

j &5E wg
i ~r2Ra!S 2

1

2
D Dwg

j ~r2Rb!dr ; ~10!

3! one-electron electrostatic matrix elements:

^ag
i uvbuag

j &5E wg
i ~r2Ra!v~r2Rb!wg

j ~r2Ra!dr ; ~11!

^ag
i uvaubg

j &5E wg
i ~r2Ra!v~r2Ra!wg

j ~r2Rb!dr ; ~12!

4! two-electron electrostatic matrix elements:

^ag
i ag

j ubg
kbg

l &5E wg
i ~r12Ra!wg

j ~r12Ra!v~r12!wg
k~r22Rb!wg

l ~r22Rb!dr1dr2 ,

~13!

FIG. 3. Energy of the hydrogen molecular ion as a function of the internuclear distance with different scre
lengths:1— l55; 2— l510; 3— l540.
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^ag
i ag

j uag
kbg

l &5E wg
i ~r12Ra!wg

j ~r12Ra!v~r12!wg
k~r22Ra!wg

l ~r22Rb!dr1dr2 ,

~14!

^ag
i bg

j uag
kbg

l &5E wg
i ~r12Ra!wg

j ~r12Rb!v~r12!wg
k~r22Ra!wg

l ~r22rb!dr1dr2 .

~15!

The details of the calculation of these elements will be given in a detailed pap

The computed energyE(R,l) of the H2 molecule as a function of the internucle
distanceR is presented in Fig. 1 for three values of the screening lengthl: 5, 10, and 40.
The dashed lines indicate the doubled values of the energy of a hydrogen atom f
same values ofl ~i.e., the energy of the molecule in the limitR→`). The equilibrium
interatomic distanceR0 in this range ofl is virtually independent of the screening leng
~Table I!. In exactly the same way, the depth of the potential well for the interactio
atoms in a hydrogen moleculee5E(`,l)2E(R0 ,l) is virtually independent ofl. We
calculated the dissociation energyD of a molecule assuming that the interaction betwe
the atoms in Fig. 1 is described by the Morse potential:

U~R!5E~R,l!2E~`,l!5e~e22bx22e2bx!, ~16!

where

x5~R2R0!/R0 . ~17!

In this approximation the dissociation energyD of a H2 molecule is

FIG. 4. Relative decrease of the ionization potentials as a function of the screening length:1 — H2, 2 —
H2

1 .
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D5e2
ln 2

R02R*
A e

M
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whereM is the mass of the hydrogen atom andR* is the interatomic separation for whic
U(R* ,l)50. The corresponding values ofR* andD are presented in Table I. One ca
see that in the range ofl investigated the dissociation energy is virtually independen
the screening length. At the same time, as shown in Fig. 1, asl decreases from 40 to 5
the ground-state energy of the hydrogen atom, i.e., its ionization potential, change
stantially. Its relative decrease for large values ofl is shown in Fig. 2.

The change in the ionization potential of the hydrogen molecule itself is als
interest. To find it, we calculated in the same approximation the energy of the mole
ion H2

1 . It is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the distance between the nuclei for the s
values of the screening length. The parameters of the molecular ion H2

1 for different
values ofl are presented in Table II. One can see that even for a molecular ion
dissociation energy is virtually independent ofl in the range of values investigated.

Now, knowing the ground-state energiesE(H2) andE(H2
1) of the molecule and the

molecular ion, respectively, for fixedl, we can calculate the decrease in the ionizat
potentials of the moleculeI 15E(H2

1)2E(H2) and its ionI 252E(H2
1) for this value of

l.

The relative decrease in the ionization potentialsI 1 and I 2 ~compared with the
unscreened interactionl5`) is shown in Fig. 4. Even forl520, it is of the order of
10%. Therefore a simultaneous increase in the free-electron density, resulting in
stantial decrease of the ionization potentials of the molecules, does not affect the
ciation energy. For this reason, it can be expected that at high temperatures appr
ionization of hydrogen will be achieved in the molecular phase.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
95-02-06381a! and INTAS-94-1105.
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New approach to the construction of flux coordinates in
toroidal systems

V. D. Pustovitova)

Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 6 February 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 402–404~10 March 1997!

A universal method for introducing flux coordinates in toroidal equi-
librium plasma configurations is proposed. The characteristic features
of this method are a prescription of two scalar functions, one of which
determines the explicit form of the Jacobian, and a universal form of
the equations for arbitrary flux coordinates. This makes the method
simple, clear, and effective. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00805-0#

PACS numbers: 52.55.Hc

Magnetic surfaces and magnetic~or flux! coordinates are fundamental concep
without which a theory of toroidal systems for confinement of thermonuclear plasm
unthinkable. Magnetic surfaces are surfacesa5const in which the lines of the magnet
field B lie. The position of a point on such a surface can be specified by two num
(u, z). Then (a, u, z) are the flux coordinates.

Tying the coordinate system to magnetic surfaces greatly simplifies the descr
of the equilibrium configuration, since by definitionB–¹a50. Moreover, as follows
from the equation of equilibrium

¹p5 j•B, ~1!

the lines of currentj5¹3B also lie on these surfaces and the plasma pressurep is
constant.

Evidently, the ‘‘radial’’ coordinatea and the angular coordinatesu andz are not of
equal value. The first coordinate, being strictly related with the shape of the mag
surfaces, is determined by the physics of the problem. But the construction of the
dinate grid (u, z) on these surfaces is a formal mathematical procedure admitting
arbitrariness. This unavoidably raises the question of how best to make use of the
dom in choosingu andz.

To answer this question one ordinarily turns to the general expression for the
netic field in the flux coordinates1,2

2pB5¹c•¹z1¹F•¹u1¹a•¹h, ~2!

where c(a) and F(a) are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes andh is some
doubly periodic function that depends on the method for prescribingu and z. It is
considered obvious to expend one of the two degrees of freedom so as to makeh50.
Then the field line will be straight in the (u, z) plane. Accordingly, the variables (a,
419 4190021-3640/97/050419-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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u, z) with h50 are coordinates with straight field lines~SFLs!. Other coordinates are
very rarely used in plasma theory and only three variants from the one-parameter f
of coordinates with SFLs have been widely recognized — coordinates with fixez,
Hamada coordinates,3, and Boozer coordinates.4 In constructing these coordinates, ord
narily, the equations in which the desired properties of the coordinates are take
account at the outset are solved. In each of these three cases these equations
different form. There exists a general theory5,6 that explains the principles of the con
struction of systems with SFLs and for transforming from one to another. But for a
rigor and apparent completeness it does not contain any equations according to wh
possible choices ofu and z and the advantages and disadvantages of different var
can be seen at a glance and the degree of similarity and difference of one set of c
nates from another can be assessed immediately. The objective of the present lett
formulate such equations for the general case and not only for coordinates with S

Besides Eqs.~2!, this requires only the simple expression

1

Ag
5
4p2

V8

f

^ f &
~3!

for the JacobianAg5((¹a•¹u)•¹z)21. This is a trivial consequence of the definition
the averaging operation over a layer between close magnetic surfaces:

^X&5
d

dV E
V
Xd3r5

1

V8
E XAgdudz. ~4!

HereV is the volume of the torusa5const and the prime denotes differentiation w
respect toa.

After the equality~3! is written down, it appears obvious but uninformative or ev
useless — after all,f in Eq. ~3! is unknown, just as ish in Eq. ~2!. But if, following to
the end the logic of introducing coordinates with SFLs, both functions are assumed
known ~and it is by no means necessary thath50), then with the aid this equality we
arrive at a surprisingly simple and extremely clear method for constructing flux co
nates with the desired properties.

If f andh are given, thenu andz must be regarded as unknowns. From Eqs.~2! and
~3! we obtain foru

~2pB2¹a•¹h!•¹u524p2
c8

V8
•

f

^ f &
. ~5!

An equation forz can be written in exactly the same manner, except that on the r
hand side2c8 must be replaced byF8. But even more elegant, when paired with E
~5!, is

~2pB2¹a¹h!•¹~z2qu!50, ~6!

whereq52F8/c8 is the stability excess. These two equations together with Eq.~3! are
our goal. They show explicitly what the freedom in choosingu andz which here trans-
formed into the freedom of choosingh and f can give: The form of the operator on th
420 420JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 V. D. Pustovitov
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left-hand side of Eqs.~5! and ~6! can be changed and the form ofAg can be changed
independently. That is all. Evidently, no proofs besides Eqs.~3!, ~5!, and ~6! are not
required.

The general equations~3!, ~5!, and~6! make it possible to view all flux coordinat
systems on the basis of a single approach and to switch easily from one system to a
by changingh and f . For example, in the family of coordinates with SFLs (h50, f
arbitrary! we obtain the Hamada coordinates withf51 and the Boozer coordinates wit
f5B2, and f5B•¹z corresponds to coordinates with SFLs with fixedz.

The Hamada and Boozer coordinates are introduced all the same:h50 is assumed
and the explicit form ofAg is prescribed. But in the ‘‘old’’ theory no small amount o
work is required to establish the relation between these coordinates,5–7 whereas our
equation~5! solves this problem immediately. Moreover, the proposed method ca
used for arbitrary coordinates.

For coordinates with prescribedz, however, the standard procedure is different: T
conventional toroidal angle or the length of the geometric axis scaled to 2p is chosen for
z and u is sought under the conditionh50. Then the calculation ofAg becomes a
separate problem.5,8 In our case, however, everything is extremely simple — the exp
form of Ag is given. Here, it is true, there arises the question of whether or not
possible, given only two degrees of freedom, to choose as the initial functions not tw
three functionsz, h50, and f5B–¹z. It turns out that it is possible because wi
f5B•¹z Eq. ~6! becomes an identity after substitutingB•¹u from Eq. ~5!. The con-
straints onz are thereby removed andz can be arbitrary, including also the convention
toroidal angle.

The equations~3!, ~5!, and~6! also make it possible to construct any other con
nient system of coordinates. For example, for the sameAg as for the Hamada or Booze
coordinates but without SFLs a coordinate system with any other helpful property c
constructed. The equations~3!, ~5!, and~6! make it extremely easy to invent new coo
dinates.

An equation of the type~5! could also be formulated without Eq.~3!, but the
previously unnoticed possibility of representing 1/Ag in the form~3! makes it possible to
‘‘materialize’’ the freedom of choice inu andz in the best manner. It should be note
that f can be regarded as a real ‘‘free parameter’’ only only because 1/Ag can be
expressed in this manner in terms of a different unknown functionf and this is the main
advantage of the proposed method. Indeed, if in Eq.~3! some functionh appeared instead
of f /^ f &, then the constraint̂h&51 would follow from Eq.~4!. The general theory5,6

suggests thath511B•¹x. The new functionx appearing here is found as the opera
of the operatorB•¹, and moreoverB•¹x must be dimensionless so that the simplic
and clarity of the construction of the coordinates withx prescribed are lost. But in ou
case neither the normalization nor the dimension off are of any significance, since onl
f /^ f & appears in Eqs.~3! and ~5!.

I thank Professor Y. H. Ichikawa~Chubu University, Japan; Committee for Prom
tion of Japan–FSU Science Collaboration! for support.
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Stability limits, structure, and relaxation of a mixed state
in superconducting films with an edge barrier

I. L. Maksimov and G. M. Maksimovaa)

Nizhegorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia

~Submitted 22 October 1996; resubmitted 6 February 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 405–410~10 March 1997!

The interval of external magnetic fields where a mixed state can exist in
a superconducting film with a fixed value of the flux is determined. The
equilibrium and reversible magnetization curves of the sample are cal-
culated, and the dynamics of the magnetic relaxation in the film is
described. Nonuniform deformation of the Abrikosov lattice is pre-
dicted. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00905-5#

PACS numbers: 74.76.Db, 74.60.Ec, 74.25.Ha, 65.50.1m

1. The structural features and the equilibrium and relaxational characteristics
mixed state in low-dimensional superconductors~thin films, single crystals with a high
demagnetizing factor, and others! have been comparatively little studied. At the sam
time, the fundamentally irremovable nonlocality of intervortex interaction as well as
possibility of the existence of an edge barrier for entry and/or exit of vortices can le
the appearance of nontrivial structures of the magnetic flux1,2 and, furthermore, they
make possible a substantial overheating of the Meissner state. The latter condi
manifested as the existence of a continuum of metastable mixed states with finite tr
flux F. The corresponding situation in bulk superconductors has been described a
exhaustively in Refs. 3 and 4. For low-dimensional superconductors this questio
almost not been discussed.b!

In the present letter the contributionDGv of a test vortex to the Gibbs free energy
a superconducting film in a mixed state with a fixed magnetic fluxF is calculated.
Analysis of the conditions of vortex entry into and exit from the film made it possibl
determine the range of external magnetic fieldsHmax(F)>H>Hmin(F) where a
quasiequilibrium mixed state with a prescribed flux can exist. The thermodynami
equilibrium fieldHeq(F) is calculated, the complete magnetization curve of the sam
~including equilibrium! is constructed, and the magnetic relaxation dynamics of the
is described. It is predicted that the Abrikosov lattice is subject to deformation as a
of the substantially different dependence of the parametera0 of the vortex lattice on the
field intensityH.

2. Let us consider a thin-film strip of width 2W (0<uyu<W) and thicknessd
(0<z<d) placed in a magnetic fieldH5(0, 0,H). In the absence of bulk pinning th
vortex and current distributions in the film can be represented in the form

n~y!5
H

F0
A b22y2

W22y2
uyu<b, ~1!
423 4230021-3640/97/050423-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sign~y!, b<uyu<W. ~2!

Heren(y) characterizes the average density of vortices~per unit length of the film! and
i (y)5 i M(y)1 i V(y) is the total current density comprised of the Meissner (i M) and
vortex (i V) components. Here and below we employ the current density per unit le
~integrated over the thickness of the sample! i (y)5*0

dj x(y, z)dz. Expression~1! and~2!
are the solutions of the one-dimensional version of the Maxwell–London~ML ! equations
obtained~in the wide-film approximationW@L, whereL52l2/d andl is the London
length! in the absence of bulk pinning.1,2,5We note that expression~2! holds sufficiently
faraway from the film edges (W2L.uyu>b). In a narrow region near the edge
(uyu.W2L) the expression for the current density can be approximated by a con
i (y)5 imax determined by matching expression~2! with the exact solution of the ML
equations. The trapped fluxF, per unit length, corresponding to this distribution
vortices is

F5F0E
2W

W

n~y!dy52HWF~k!, ~3!

wherek5b/W is a dimensionless parameter characterizing the width of the region
cupied by the flux andF(k)5E(k)2@12k2#K(k) is expressed in terms of comple
elliptic integrals of the first (E) and second (K) kinds, respectively.

To determine the characteristics of the vortex entry and exit barriers it is nece
to calculate the partDGv of the total Gibbs energyGv of a film in a field as a function
of the position of a test vortex with coordinates (0,y). In so doing, the renormalization o
the screening currents which arises in the presence of vortices~1! penetrating the film
must be taken into account. A nontrivial calculation, performed according to a sch
similar to that in Ref. 6, yieldsDGv in the form

DGv5
1

2cE ~ i1•F1!dS1
1

cE ~ i•F1!dS, ~4!

where i1 andF1 are the current density and vector potential referring to the test vo
and found taking account of the corresponding boundary conditions.6 The first term in
Eq. ~4! describes the self-energy of a vortex in the film~taking account of the image o
the vortex!; the second term describes the interaction of the vortex with the total cu
i5 i M1 i V given by Eq.~2!. After integrating along the longitudinal coordinatex, the
expression forDGv acquires the form

DGv~y,F!5E0~y!2
F0

c E
y

W

i ~y8!dy8, ~5!

where the self-energyE0(y) is

E0~y!5
F0

2

~8p2L!
•H ln~L/j!, uyu<W2L

lnF uW2uyuu
j G , W2L<uyu<W2j.

~6!
424 424JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 I. L. Maksimov and G. M. Maksimova
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We note thatDGv depends~via i V) on the magnitude of the fluxF entering the film. It
is easy to see that in the absence of trapped vortices (F50) expression~5! becomes the
well-known expression6 describing the case of the interaction of a test vortex with
Meissner current.

3. From the condition7

Hen~F!

]DGv~y,F!

]y U
y5W2j

50, ~7!

we find an equation for the barrier-suppressing fieldHen(F) corresponding to the entry
of the next vortex into the film:

F52HenWF~@12~H1 /Hen!
2#1/2! . ~8!

HereH15F0 /@2pjA2LW# is the entry field for the first vortex entering the film. Th
field Hen essentially determines the maximum possible magnetic fieldHmax in which a
mixed state with a prescribed flux can still exist:3 Hen(F)[Hmax(F). For small fluxes
F!2H1W the behavior ofHen(F) ~see Fig. 1! is characterized by the linear relation

Hen~F!.H11F/~pW!,

which is fundamentally different from the quadratic behavior (Hen(F)2H1;F2) oc-
curring in bulk superconductors.3,4 A uniform flux distribution is observed in the opposi
case (F@2H1W):

Hen~F!.F/2W.

As follows from the explicit form given in Eq.~5! ~substituting Eq.~2!! DGv(y)
increases withuyu for b<uyu<W2L; this produces a potential well for confining vort
ces in the film. As the external field decreases, the limitb(H) as well as the correspond
ing maximum of the functionDGv(y) shift to the edges of the strip. For this reason, t
vortex exit fieldHex(F) is found from the conditionb(Hex).W2L corresponding~in
our model! to the condition for vanishing of the exit barrier. This gives

FIG. 1. Diagram of mixed states with trapped flux:1— F5F tr ; 2— F5F tr8 ,F tr ; 3— H5Heq(F).
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Hex~F!.
F

2W
@11e ln~4/e!#, ~9!

where e5L/2W. The expression~9! determines the minimum external magnetic fie
Hex(F)[Hmin(F) for which a mixed state with a fixed fluxF can still exist. As the field
decreases further, the vortices start to leave the film, as a result of which the fluxF rem

remaining in the film forH,Hex(F) is determined by the external field

F rem52WH.

The test-vortex method proposed in this letter also makes it possible to calcula
thermodynamically equilibrium fieldHeq(F) determined from the energy condition

DGv~y50,F!5DGv~y5W2j,F! ~10!

together with Eq.~3!. Using the explicit expression forDGv , we obtain the condition of
equilibrium in the general form

@a~12keq
2 !#1/21J~a,12keq

2 !52Hc1 /H, ~11!

whereHc15Hc1(d) is the first critical field of the film:

Hc1~d!5
F0

~2pWL!
• ln~L/j!,

a54e!1, keq corresponds to the equilibrium width of the vortex region, and

J~a,b!5E
0

b du

A12u
Ab2u

a1u
.

In the limit a→0 J(0, b)52F(Ab), which together with Eq.~3! makes it possible to
find an explicit expression forHeq(F) ~see Fig. 1, curve3!. For low values of the flux
F!pHc1W the functionHeq(F) is strongly nonlinear

Heq~F!.Hc11
F

4pW
lnF16pWHc1

F G ,
and for F@pHc1W it is replaced by a function of the form~9!. Note the singular
behaviordHeq/dF; ln@1/F#→` asF→0, contrasting sharply with the smooth beha
ior of the functionHeq(B) in bulk superconductorsdHeq/dBuB→0;exp@2Hc1 /B#→0.
This difference is due to the long-range character of the intervortex repulsion in fi
which makes it difficult for vortices to enter the sample whenH.Hc1.

4. The field dependence of the magnetization of the film

M52
1

2cE2W

W

i ~y!y dy ~12!

in the regionHmax(F)>H>Hmin(F) is determined by the equation

F52HWF~@12M H1 /M1 H#1/2!, ~13!

whereM15Mm(H1)52H1W
2/8 and the functionF(z) is determined in Eq.~3!. The

functionM (H) displayed in Fig. 2 is characterized by the smooth behavior of the m
426 426JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 I. L. Maksimov and G. M. Maksimova
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netization forH2Hex(F)!Hex(F): dM/dH; ln21@Hex/(H2Hex)#→0, but it has a sharp
kink in the derivative in the limitH→Hen(F) ~see Fig. 2!. We call attention to the
reversible ~nondissipative! behavior of the magnetization in the range of fiel
Hmax(F)>H>Hmin(F).

The equilibrium magnetization curveMeq(H) ~see Fig. 2, curve3! is described by
Eqs.~10!–~13!. NearHc1 the functionMeq(H) has the form

Meq~H !5Mc1H 11
H2Hc1

Hc1
F124/lnF 8Hc1

~H2Hc1!
G J

~hereMc15Mm(Hc1)) and is characterized by anomalous behavior of the magn
susceptibilitydMeq(H)/dHuH→Hc110,0 arising as a result of comparatively slow pe
etration of the flux nearHc1. In strong fieldsH.H1 the equilibrium magnetization
becomes constantMeq/M1.4Hc1 /pH1!1.

5. The relations~5! and ~13! make it possible to find the vortex entry~exit! activa-
tion energyUa of the film and describe quantitatively the relaxation of the magnetiza
M to its equilibrium valueMeq. Specifically, for vortex entry withH>H1 the depen-
dence ofUa

en on the local~in time! magnetizationM (t) has the form

Ua
en5U0@ lnAMen /M211AM /Men#, ~14!

whereU05F0
2/8p2L is the characteristic electromagnetic energy of a solitary Peie

Abrikosov vortex,6 and Men5Men(H). Assuming that the relaxation is of a therm
activation character, Eq.~14! implies the exotic dependenceuMen2M (t)u;Aln t, de-
scribing the initial stage of relaxationuMen2M (t)u<uMenu. The next stage of relaxation
at entryuMenu.uM (t)u>uMequat finite temperatureT is characterized by the power-law
function

uM ~ t !2Mequ;t21/s

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the magnetizationM (H) of a film: 1 — F5F tr ; 2 — F5F tr8 ,F tr ; 3 —
M5Meq(H).
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with exponents5U0 /T@1. Therefore the relaxation at flux entry through a barri
strictly speaking, is not logarithmic in the entire time range. It can be shown tha
relaxation at flux ‘‘exit’’ in the indicated range of fields is, conversely, practically alw
described by a logarithmic law.

We note that the characteristic activation energy in the films;U0 contains a small
parameterd/l!1 compared to its analog in bulk samples. Indeed, an estimate o
Arrhenius exponents5U0 /T in sufficiently thin high-Tc superconducting filmsd.300
Å in the temperature range (Tc2T)/Tc.0.1 gives, for typical values of the paramete
s.10, which is much less than in the case of surface relaxation.8 Therefore the rate of
edge relaxation in thin films can be much higher than the analogous quantity in
superconductors.

6. The situation discussed in the present letter can be realized by rapidly coo
film in an external fieldH0. It is obvious that atH5H0, which on account of Eq.~9! is
the vortex exit fieldHex(F tr).H0, the distribution of the trapped fluxF tr52H0W will
be uniform over the entire film, and a triangular vortex lattice with per
a0.(F0 /H0)

1/2 is established inside the film.9 As the fieldH increases, additional mag
netic flux starts to penetrate the sample forH>Hen(F tr), satisfying Eq.~7!. In the region
of fieldsH0<H<Hen(F tr), however, the distribution of vortices will be compressed
the transverse~relative to the current! direction. This will destroy long-range order in th
ensemble of fluxoids, i.e., it will ultimately destroy the Abrikosov vortex lattice.

Indeed, assuming that locallya0(B);B21/2, whereB5B(y) is the local induction
produced in the film by vortices concentrated inside a strip of widthDy (W@Dy@ l v ,
wherel v is the average distance between the vortex rows!, it is easy to obtain~in the limit
H0!H<Hen): b(H).2WAH0/2p. The local inductionB(y).n(y)F0 ~i.e., the flux
density per unit length of the film! varies appreciably from the valueB5Bmin.F0 /l

2

~in the limit y→b) to the valueB5Bmax.2(HH0 /p)
1/2 ~at y.0). Correspondingly,

the local value of the lattice parameter will vary froma5amax.l near the
boundary of the region occupied by the flux toa5amin,a0(H0) ~since
amin /a0(H0).(0.25pH0 /H)

1/4,1) at the center of the film.

Moreover, the uniaxial~along they axis! compression of the lattice due to the effe
of the Meissner currents will destroy the symmetry of the lattice, as a result of whic
hexagonal structure of the lattice will be replaced by an orthorhombic structure
underscore that such distortions of the vortex lattice can be observed only in
dimensional superconducting samples~which sharply contrasts with the situation in bu
superconductors3!. Therefore it can be concluded that a lattice of Peierls–Abriko
vortices in low-dimensional superconductors is more easily deformed than its ana
macroscopic samples.

The predicted deformation of the vortex lattice can be observed in experimen
magnetic decoration of thin films~or single crystals with the corresponding geometry! or
neutron scattering by a vortex structure. In the first case, a direct visualization of v
bunching at the center of the sample should be expected. In the second case, the
down of the symmetry of the vortex structure should be accompanied by a smearin
even vanishing of the Bragg neutron-scattering peaks.

In real samples the presence of bulk pinning can appreciably distort the pi
428 428JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 I. L. Maksimov and G. M. Maksimova
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being discussed. The structure, the limits of stability, and the relaxation characteris
a mixed~critical! state in superconductors with bulk pinning will be analyzed separa

As this paper was being prepared, we learned of the content of Ref. 10 where s
expressions were obtained for the vortex entry/exit field in the case of an edge geo
barrier on the basis of a qualitative analysis of its characteristics.

We are grateful to A. A. Andronov and V. Ya. Dmikhovski� for valuable discussions
and A. A. Elistratov for assisting in this work. I. L. M. thanks E. Kh. Brandt for ma
discussions, L. Ya. Vinnikov and G. P. Gordeev for a discussion of the experim
situation, and J. Clem for his interest in this work. This work was partially supporte
the Ministry of Science of the Russia Federation~High-Tc Superconductors Project 95
057!, the State Commission on Institutions of Higher Learning of the Russian Feder
~Grant 95-0-7.3-178!, and the government of the Russian Federation together with
International Science Foundation~Grant R8J300!.

a!e-mail: ilmaks@phys.unn.runnet.ru
b!A preliminary report of some results of this work was made at the 21st Conference on Low-Tempe
Physics~LT-21, Prague, 1996!.
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Anisotropy of the hypersonic grating and spectra of four-
photon Rayleigh-line-wing spectroscopy in water

N. P. Andreeva
A. Navoi Samarkand State University, 703061 Samarkand, Uzbekistan

~Submitted 9 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 411–413~10 March 1997!

A model describing the Rayleigh-line-wing spectra obtained in water
by four-photon polarized spectroscopy is proposed. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01005-0#

PACS numbers: 78.35.1c, 42.65.Es, 42.65.Hw, 77.65.Dq, 43.35.Cg

The study of the Rayleigh-line-wing spectra obtained in water by four-photon
larized spectroscopy~FPRLWS! showed that peaks shifted relative to one another by
Brillouin frequencyV in the region of frequency detunings of up to 2 cm21 on both sides
of the Rayleigh frequency are observed in these spectra~Fig. 1!.

As is well known,1 the spontaneous Brillouin scattering is an isotropic proce
However, in the present experiment a property of Brillouin scattering~shift of the fre-
quencyV) which requires explanation appears in the depolarized component. One
mechanism for the appearance of the observed peaks is anisotropy of the hype
grating which appears as a result of the development of stimulated Brillouin scatt
~SBS! accompanying the interaction of the pump radiationv1 with the experimental
medium.2

In the general case electrostriction is not isotropic. For sufficiently strong ele
fields, electrostriction produces anisotropy in the medium even in isotropic dielect3

The nonlinear susceptibility of the electrostriction-induced anisotropy is define
follows:4

DXAB~v!5
1

4p

]e

]r
Dr, Dr5~g/2pv2!uEu2, g5S r

]e

]r D , ~1!

wherev is the hypersound velocity andE is the electric field intensity of the radiatio
giving rise to electrostriction. Therefore the electrostriction-induced hypersonic grati
not only a grating of density fluctuations but also a grating of anisotropy fluctuation

It is well known5 that the resonance behavior of the nonlinear susceptibility will
observed only if (v12v2)5V. Then we can write for the FPRLWS intensity

I s;U XAB

i6~v12v27V!/dnAB
U2I 12I 2l , ~2!

whereI 1 is the intensity of the pump radiationv1, I 2 is the intensity of the probe-beam
radiationv2, l is the nonlinear interaction length,dnAB510 cm21 is the half-width of the
430 4300021-3640/97/050430-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Rayleigh-line wing at water temperature 34 °C.6 Then the anisotropic-scattering spe
trum should have the form displayed in Fig. 2, where the experimentally observed
are absent.

In the course of the experiments5,6 the absence of the SBS radiation accompany
the interaction of the pump radiationv1 with the experimental medium was strictl
controlled, i.e., the investigations were performed below threshold. However, it ca
asserted that in this case a hypersonic grating does exist in the medium, though th
radiation is not recorded by the instruments.

It is known7 that the exponential dependence of the SBS intensityIB on the pump
intensity I 1 decreasesIB by a factor of 400, i.e.,IB completely vanishes when the inten

FIG. 1. FPRLWS spectrum in water at 34 °C.

FIG. 2. Theoretically computed FPRLWS spectrum in water neglecting hypersonic grating anisotropy.
431 431JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 N. P. Andreeva
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sity decreases by a factor of 1.2 below the threshold value. The intensity of the h
sonic grating is directly proportional toI 1 and IB :

1

P5FGI12a GF V

v1
IBG , ~3!

whereG is the SBS gain anda is the hypersound absorption coefficient. A decrease
I 1 by a factor of 400 andIB by a factor of 1.2 gives a overall decrease ofP by a factor
of 500. The intensity of the signalIB is 10

3 times higher than that of the FPRLWS signa
which ordinarily is 1032106 times weaker than the SBS signal, which says someth
about the intensity of the hypersonic grating formed as a result of the interaction ov1

with the medium. Therefore the anisotropy of the hypersonic grating associated wi
interaction of the pumpv1 with the medium must be taken into account in describing
FPRLWS spectra obtained in this series of experiments.

Tuning the difference frequencyv12v2 gives the greatest intensification of th
hypersonic grating existing in the medium in the case whenv12v25Vn , where
n50, 1, 2, . . . . The intensification is determined by the ratio of the detuning~in
cm21) to the displacement and it shows that for a given value only eachnth peak of the
hypersonic grating is amplified. In this case expression~2! can be replaced by the ex
pression

I s;U XAB

i6~v12v21nV!dnAB
U, ~4!

whereV50.13 cm21 and dnAB was adjusted in the calculations and was found to
equal to 0.075 cm21. As one can see, even taking account of the interaction of
hypersonic grating with the tunable frequencyv12v2 in such an elementary manne
gives dependences of the anisotropic scattering intensity which are close to tho
served experimentally. On this basis, it can be asserted that in the present experi
arrangement the Rayleigh-line wing in the near region is formed mainly by the anis
pic scattering associated with the hypersonic grating formed as a result of the inter
of the pump wavev1 with the experimental medium. Of course, to obtain a be

FIG. 3. Theoretically computed FPRLWS spectrum in water allowing for hypersonic grating anisotropy
432 432JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 N. P. Andreeva
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description of this process it is necessary to perform calculations taking account
dependence ofXAB on the intensity of the electric field according to expression~1!, but
this is a subject for a future work.

In conclusion, I wish to thank A. F. Bunkin and A. A. Nurmatov for providing t
data for discussion.
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Growth and structure of epitaxial diamond films grown
on Si(111) single crystals

S. N. Polyakov, A. T. Rakhimov, N. V. Suetin, M. A. Timofeev,
and A. A. Pilevski 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Mos
Russia

~Submitted 14 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 414–418~10 March 1997!

Experiments on growing single-crystal diamond films on silicon crys-
tals with ~111! surface orientation have been performed. Results attest-
ing to the possibility of obtaining thin heteroepitaxial films are pre-
sented. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01105-5#

PACS numbers: 68.55.Jk, 68.55.Ln, 68.55.Nq, 85.40.Vx

The prospects for using diamond as a semiconductor material for the elementa
of a powerful, radiation-resistant, fast electronics have stimulated a search for me
for growing diamond films epitaxially on different substrates. At present there ar
reliable technologies for heteroepitaxial growth of structurally perfect single-crystal
mond films on readily available and inexpensive substrates with a surface area
adequate for mass production of electronic products. This is the main reason wh
mond films have not yet found wide applications in solid-state electronics. We note
different methods for depositing polycrystalline and textured diamond films on a
class of substrates have now been demonstrated but grain boundaries, interphase
aries, and inclusions of other phases together with lattice defects strongly influenc
electrophysical properties of such films, limiting their possible applications.

Epitaxial growth of diamond films is now possible only in the case when nat
diamond crystals, usually with~100!, ~110!, and~111! orientation of the faces, are used
substrates.1,2 At the same time, new substrate materials for epitaxial growth of diam
films are being actively sought. Today, cubic boron nitride is still the best material
the standpoint of good coupling of the crystal lattices of the film and substrate as w
the values of the surface energy.3–5 Unfortunately, substrates with a boron nitride buff
layer grown epitaxially on them are considered to be ‘‘exotic,’’ since the proces
growing single-crystal c-BN films with a low density of structural defects is in itse
difficult technological problem. For this reason, preference is given to traditional
strates, specifically, silicon with no buffer layers. Moreover, silicon is one of the m
perfect crystals with respect to the density of structural defects and impurity conte
a result of which it is the material most widely used for substrates.

As a result of attempts to use silicon substrates with a chemically-mechan
polished surface for epitaxial growth of diamond films, the films grew either with an a
texture or a faceted texture with misorientation angles of the (a, b) axes of the film in the
substrate plane of'10°–20°.6–8 The best results were demonstrated in Refs. 9, wh
434 4340021-3640/97/050434-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the authors were able to growc-oriented films on Si~001! substrates with~a, b)misori-
entation angles'3.8°. In all of these works, the now conventional gas-phase synth
technology in which the gas medium is activated with a microwave discharge in a
ture of hydrogen and methane was used to deposit the diamond films, but a s
procedure for depositing a thin carbon layer by applying an additional voltage to
substrate was used at the initial stage of growth in order to increase the dens
nucleation centers. This stage is necessary, since the heterogeneous formation o
ation centers of the diamond phase on the surface of silicon crystals is a very
probability process.

Despite the substantial progress made in the technology of growing diamond
including textured films, we know of no works where epitaxy was achieved.

This letter reports the growth of thin epitaxial diamond films by gas-phase de
tion using an unconventional mixture activated with a DC discharge. In contra
previous works, where methane was used as the source of carbon, we employed
vapors and the films were deposited on silicon substrates not with~001! but rather~111!
surface orientation. In addition, the surface of the silicon plate is slightly ('3°) misori-
ented relative to the~111! crystallographic plane, which presupposes the presenc
atomic steps on the silicon surface that are heterogeneous-nucleation centers. Th
of the misorientation angles of the silicon crystal surfaces relative to the~111! crystallo-
graphic planes on the growth rate of diamond films on them was investigated in Re

The substrate was subjected to special treatment prior to deposition. The depo
process lasted for 1–2 h. Analysis of the obtained patterns with the aid of a sca
electron microscope showed~the data are not presented in this letter! that the films grown
have a high resistivity and their surface is smooth and uniform with no extran
protuberances over the entire area of the substrate (15315 mm!.

The modern methods of x-ray diffractometry and scanning electron micros
were used to study the structure of the grown films. Attention was focused on the
tallinity of the films ~i.e., whether or not the films are single- or polycrystalline, t
texture of the film, and so on! and the relative orientation of the film and substra
lattices.

Before discussing the results obtained, we shall briefly consider the existing
proaches to solving the question of the coupling of the crystalline lattices, one of the
questions in solving epitaxy problems. Of the large number of different approach
solving this problem, two main approaches stand out. The first one involves the id
pseudomorphism, i.e., a change in the lattice periods which produces epitaxy o
crystals before they completely match at the interface.11 According to the second criterion
of commensurateness of crystal lattices at an interface, it is thought that the natural
periods are preserved in epitaxy and the difference of the periods is compensa
misfit dislocations.12 In most cases of epitaxy, however, matching of two undistor
lattices without pseudomorphism is most likely. In this case, the orienting action o
substrate is characterized according to a structural-geometric indicator: Oriented
ation centers arise on account of the fine atomic topography of the surface, i.e
account of the presence of rows of potential wells on the substrate along which
advantageous for the atoms of the deposited substance to arrange themselves. Thi
435 435JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Polyakov et al.
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the basis of a criterion that makes it possible to predict the relative orientations o
lattices of the grown epitaxial film and substrate. It is postulated that in epitaxy
relative orientations of the lattices are such that the directions with the maximum pa
density of atoms of the same kind in the two lattices are parallel with respect to
another. We employed this very simple criterion for the special case of determinin
relative orientations of lattices in epitaxial growth of diamond films on silicon sin
crystals with~111! surface orientation.

To perform such a crystal-geometric analysis it is convenient to use a schem
which the atoms are arranged in the diamond and silicon lattices in~111! planes. The
pattern of such a relative arrangement of atoms on the~111! crystallographic planes o
diamond and Si lattices is reproduced in Fig. 1. It is evident from Fig. 1 that the
matching in the intergrowing planes is obtained when the following epitaxial relatio
satisfied:

~111!@111#Cdiamond//~111!@111#Si.

Calculation shows that the mismatch of the lattice periods~3 by 2! in the intergrowing
planes equals 0.7%~for diamond and Si lattice parameters equal to 3.567 and 5.431
respectively, atT5300 K!. We note that for the~100! surface orientation this mismatc
equals 1.5%. In Ref. 13 the conclusion that epitaxial growth of diamond films on si
crystals is possible with~111! surface orientation was drawn in on the basis of calcu
tions using a cluster model.

It is well known that in the case of silicon substrates with this orientation the sur
tilted by a small angle~2–5°) with respect to the~111! crystallographic plane in the@110#
direction has a stepped relief, which should increase the rate of nucleation, sinc
easier for nucleation centers to form at the corners of the steps.12 This circumstance was
also used as a basis for choosing substrates with~111! surface orientation to obtain
epitaxial growth of diamond films.

X-ray diffraction investigations of the grown films were performed on a Riga
D-max/RC diffractometer~12 kW source, CuKa radiation, graphite crystal analyzer!.
Only ~111! reflections were observed in theu/2u-scan diffraction patterns. This mean

FIG. 1. Arrangement of atoms in diamond~fill dots! and silicon~open dots! lattices in the~111! planes.
436 436JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Polyakov et al.
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that the orientation of the surface of the grown films corresponds to~111! atomic planes.
To within the limits of sensitivity of the method, no other phases, such asb-SiC, graph-
ite, and others, were found. The half-widths of theu-scan diffraction-reflection curves for
the ~111! reflections do not exceed 0.4°, which attests to the very small variance in
misorientation of the@111# axis of the film relative to the substrate surface. The avera
values of the crystal lattice parameter of the films, determined from theu/2u-scan dif-
fraction patterns, are equal to 3.59060.001E.

TheF-scanning technique in a noncoplanar Bragg diffraction scheme was use
determine the relative orientation of the crystal lattices of the film and silicon substr
To this end, the~220!, ~113!, and~111! reflections of the film and the~220! reflections of
the substrate were used. TheF-scan diffraction patterns of the corresponding reflection
are presented in Fig. 2. The presence of asymmetric~220!, ~113!, and ~111! reflections
indicates unequivocally that the films grown are single-crystalline. It is evident from
diffraction pictures presented that the diamond films grow in the manner conjectu
above~see Fig. 1!.

It should be noted that our method makes it possible to achieve epitaxial gro
only in thin<500 E layers. For large thicknesses misorientation of the@111# axis occurs
as a result of the formation of blocks and appearance of regions with orientations di
ent from ~111!.

Analysis of these investigations makes it possible to draw the following conclusio

1. It was demonstrated experimentally that it is possible to grow thin single-crys
diamond films on silicon substrates with~111! surface orientation.

FIG. 2. F-scan diffraction patterns of the~311!, ~220!, and ~111! reflections of a diamond film~a, b, c! and
~220! reflections of the silicon substrate~d!.
437 437JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 Polyakov et al.
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2. Epitaxial growth of diamond films without the deposition of buffer layers
achieved by using an unconventional mixture in the working chamber.

3. The films grown have a high resistivity and they are smooth and uniform ove
entire area of the substrate.
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Superconductivity in impurity bands

A. I. Agafonov and E. A. Manykin
Kurchatov Institute Russian Research Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 15 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 419–424~10 March 1997!

We present a theory of superconductivity in doped insulators. In the
magnetic metal state of the compound we obtain the self-consistency
equations for the superconducting state in the spin-dependent impurity
bands of both extended and localized states in the initial insulator gap.
A BCS-type triplet pairing field is considered. We show that the super-
conducting gap in which single-electron extended states do not exist is
overlapped by the distribution of the localized states. The formation of
a latent superconducting gap is discussed in connection with the un-
usual properties of high-Tc compounds. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01205-X#

PACS numbers: 71.27.1a, 71.30.1h, 74.20.Mn, 74.72.2h

A surprising feature of high-Tc materials is the strong doping dependence of
density of electronic states~DOS!. It has been established from experimental studies
the optical properties of these materials is that doping diminishes the DOS abov
initial insulator gap and gives rise to new features deep in the gap.1–5

The formation of the substitution-induced gap states is inherent to the d
compounds.6 The parent compounds have an antiferromagnetic insulating state. The
netic phase disappears with small doping, and the material goes to a poor-metallic
with a largeTc .

An adequate model for describing high-Tc superconductors must be consistent w
the position of the Fermi level with doping. The most commonly used approach
relate the superconductivity to processes occurring in structure elements of the
compound, e.g., in the CuO2 planes of the cuprates.

6–11Then one would expect the Ferm
level to lie outside the initial insulator gap in both the metal and superconduc
states.6,12 However, there are reliable experimental data which indicate that the F
level lies inside the gap, among the doping-induced gap states~see Ref. 6 and reference
cited therein!. Moreover, the Fermi level appears to depend weakly on impurity con
trations.

From our point of view, the combined effect of disorder caused by impurity at
and electron correlations in the doped system is a central issue in high-Tc superconduc-
tivity.

Upon substitutional doping, in La22xSrxCuO4, for example, La
31 is randomly re-

placed by Sr21. Both valence electrons of Sr go to satisfy the bonding requirements
a singly occupied acceptor level arises in the initial gap. Doping with nom
Ce41 for Nd31 in Nd22xCexCuO4 gives a singly occupied donor level in the gap. H
439 4390021-3640/97/050439-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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bridization between the impurity levels and the initial band states of the insulator
significantly change the DOS.

The DOS modification caused by the hybridization and potential scattering of
electrons by impurity atoms randomly distributed in the host lattice has been stud
Ref. 13. With the use of multiple-scattering theory, the configuration-averaged Gr
functions over the impurity ensemble were calculated by the Matsubara method. I
shown that doping sharply decreases the DOS above the gap near the band ed
gives rise to impurity bands of both extended and localized states in the gap region
formation of the narrow, high-density band of extended states is caused by hybridiz
which induces virtual electronic transitions over the impurity ensemble: an initial im
rity site→ a band state→ another site→ a band state, etc. It is important that the ma
high-concentration peak of the localized states lies within this band.

The Anderson model with strong on-site electron correlations for the impurity le
and the hybridization has been used to study magnetic ordering and insulator→ metal
phase transitions in the impurity bands in the self-consistent Hartree–
approximation.14 The narrow, high-density bands of extended states~which are spin-
degenerate only in the case of a paramagnetic metal! within the insulator gap have th
same origin as in Ref. 13. Although the impurity band structure depends strongly o
impurity concentration~as a matter of fact, it causes the transitions in the system!, the
Fermi level depends only weakly on the doping. For the singly occupied donor lev
magnetic insulator state with a finite magnetic moment per impurity atom is realize
the system at low impurity concentrations. With increasing concentration, two meta
tion stages of the system have been found,14 which correspond to the transitions: ma
netic insulator→ magnetic metal→ paramagnetic metal. In these metallic states
Fermi level lies within the main peak of the localized states, but this peak lies within
impurity band of extended states.

In this letter we present a model of high-Tc superconductivity in the impurity bands
In the magnetic metal state the problem reduces to searching for superconductivit
subsystem with low concentrations and kinetic energies of the electrons but with a
density of extended states at the Fermi level. Because of the spin dependence of th
in this state, only triplet pairing can be realized. Here we restrict ourselves to the
type triplet pairing field caused by electron–phonon coupling. The hopping mecha
of superconductivity, which is also predicted by the model, will not be calculated
merically. We shall show that the superconducting gap in which single-electron exte
states do not exist is overlapped by the distribution of the localized states. The
superconducting gap must result in unusual properties of these superconductors.

The Hamiltonian of the system is

H5HA1Hel2ph , ~1!

whereHel2ph describes the electron–phonon interaction, andHA is the Anderson Hamil-
tonian describing the insulator in the single-band approximation~for definiteness, the
valence band! with an ensemble of impurity atoms randomly distributed in the h
lattice:
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«0djs

1 djs1(
j
Unjsnj ,2s1 (

j ,k,s
$Vk jaks

1 djs1h.c.%, ~2!

whereaks anddjs are the usual annihilation operators;s is the spin index;k is the wave
vector of an electron in the band state with the energy«k ; j is the number of the impurity
atom; «0 is the bare impurity level located in the gap above the band top;Vk j is the
matrix element of the hybridization;U is the on-site electron correlation for the impuri
levels. Here(ks5Nt is the total number of band states;( j5Nim is the impurity con-
centration.

The Hamiltonian~2! has been solved in the Hartree–Fock approximation with s
consistent determination of the Fermi level~see Ref. 14 for details!. To model the DOS
modification, we chose the ‘‘semi-elliptical’’ model of a symmetrical, narrow vale
band of width 2Db . At a certain impurity concentration the system goes to a meta
phase with a finite magnetic moment per impurity atom. The fraction of thes-spin DOS
per impurity atom near the Fermi level in the initial insulator gap atNim50.15Nt is
shown in Fig. 1. Heres56 denotes the spins. Thed-function peak of the localized
statesDm

s corresponds to a simple polejd
s of the Green’s functionGj j

(1)s . This peak lies
within the high-density band of extended statesEg

s . That the position of this pole lies
within the bandEg

s is a common feature for the various parameter sets. The Fermi en
EF
05jd

1 and, accordingly, theDm
1 andEg

1 bands are partially occupied. The total numb
of localized states per impurity atom~or, in other words, the pole amplitude! is
Nm

150.597, and the occupation per impurity atom ishm
150.394. The total number o

extended states per impurity atom isNg
150.128, and their occupation per impurity ato

is hg
150.063. The magnetic moment is 0.466mB ; the bands withs52 are unoccupied.

Thus the problem reduces to one of searching for superconductivity in a subs
with low concentrations and kinetic energies of the electrons but a high density o
tended states at the Fermi level. From Fig. 1 one can estimate that the average DOS

FIG. 1. The DOS per impurity atom for the magnetic metal state near the Fermi levelEF
051.158 eV. The

energy is reckoned from the unperturbed valence band top. Parameter set:Nt50.2 Å23, Db51.5 eV,
«05Db10.5 eV,Nim50.15Nt , Vkj Nt

1/251.3 eV,U50.5 eV.
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narrow bandEg
1 , which has a width ofD50.124 eV, is equal toNg

1Nim/D.0.331023

cm23eV21.

When theDm
1 andEg

1 bands are taken into account, the Hamiltonian~1! can be
reduced to the form~the spin index is omitted!:

H5(
k

jkck
1ck1(

l
jdf l

1 f l1Hph
0 1 (

l ,k,q
~k lkq f l

1ck1h.c.!fq

1(
k,q

lqck
1ck2qfq , ~3!

whereck is the annihilation operator of an electron in theEg
1 band state with energy

jk ; f l is the annihilation operator of an electron in theDm
1 band state;k lkq andlq are the

matrix elements for electron–phonon scattering;fq5bq1b2q
1 ; bq is the annihilation

operator of a phonon with wave vectorq; Hph
0 describes the unperturbed phonons. H

(k5Ng
1Nim and( l5Nm

1Nim .

From Eq. ~3! one can easily obtain a system of eight equations for the Gre
functions in the superconducting state. In Fig. 2 we only show the diagram equatio
the anomalous Green’s functionF2kk1

1 (v). These diagrams use the conventional no

tion. It is interesting to note here that for the mechanism of hopping superconductivit
diagrams including the anomalous Green’s functionsFl1l2

1 (v) andFlk
1(v) are important.

For this reason the most commonly used approximation in terms of the diagonal Gr
functions cannot be applied. Here, since we are restricting ourselves to this appro
tion, hopping superconductivity will not be considered. Using the representation
given number of electrons, the system of equations is reduced to the form~at least at zero
temperature!:

Gll ~v!5~v2jd2S l l ~v!!21, ~4!

where the self-energy

FIG. 2. The diagram equation for the anomalous Green’s functionF2kk1
1 (v). A line↔ represents the anoma

lous Green’s functionF1, a line→→ represents the single-electron Green’s functionG, and a dashed line
represents the unperturbed phonon Green’s functionD(q,v2v1).
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E dv1

2p
ukklqu2D~q,v2v1!Gkk~v1!, ~5!

~v2jk2Skk
loc~v!2Skk

ext~v!!Gkk~v!511D~k,v!F2kk
1 ~v!, ~6!

where the self-energies

Sk\k
loc~v!5 i(

l ,q
E dv1

2p
ukklqu2D~q,v2v1!Gll ~v1!, ~7!

and

Skk
ext~v!5 i(

q
E dv1

2p
ulqu2D~q,v2v1!Gk2q,k2q~v1!, ~8!

~v1jk22EF1Skk
loc~2v!1Skk

ext~2v!!F2kk
1 ~v!511D1~k,v!Gkk~v!. ~9!

Here the superconducting gap function is given by

D1~k,v!52 i(
q
E dv1

2p
ulqu2D~q,v2v1!F2k1q,k2q

1 ~v1!. ~10!

The system~4!–~10! should be supplemented by the equation for determinatio
the Fermi level, which can be written in the form:

hg
11hm

152
1

pNim
E

2`

EF
dv ImS (

l
Gll ~v!1(

k
Gkk~v! D . ~11!

The self-energy~8! has the same form as in the Eliashberg equations obtaine
pure metals. This term is important in the strong-coupling case and its role is under
A distinction of the present model is that both localized and extended states ex
EF . Moreover the total number of the localized states and their occupation are
greater than those for the extended states, as was shown above. In order to determ
the localized states influence the pair condensate, we henceforth take into accou
self-energy~7! only.

In the calculationskklq is taken to be independent ofk andq. Using the unperturbed
Green’s function for phonons, one obtains:

~2p!21(
q

ukklqu2D~q,v2v1!52
2kklq

2

~uDa0!
3T~v2v1!, ~12!

where

T~v!5uD
2 1v2log

uuD
2 2v2u
v2 1 ipv2Q~uD2uvu). ~13!

HereuD is the Debye temperature anda0 is the crystal lattice parameter. On introductio
of the effective constantleff , Eq. ~10! can be reduced to a BCS-type equation for t
superconducting gapD0:
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D152 ileff (
k
E dv

2p
F2k,k

1 ~v!Q~uD2ujk2EFu!. ~14!

The self-consistency equations~4!–~7!, ~9!, ~11!, and~14! for the superconducting stat
were solved by an iteration procedure.

The single-electron DOS per impurity atom for the superconducting state is sh
in Fig. 3. HereD0510 meV. In the superconducting gap region the density of sin
electron extended states is equal to zero. The lower edge of the region is sharp, w
the upper edge is smeared. The width of the region is about 14 meV, which is less
the 2D0 corresponding to the ‘‘big’’ gap in the BCS model. Near the edges the D
increases sharply, as expected.

The important result is that although single-electron extended states do not ex
the superconducting gap region, the peak of the localized states overlaps this reg
can be seen from Fig. 3. Thus the distribution of the localized states can obscu
superconducting gap in experimental observations. This can explain the observed
tative distinction between the optical conductivity of La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 and the conduc-
tivity of the classical BCS superconductor NbN.15 A clear superconducting gap opens u
in the conductivity of NbN at a photon energy<6 meV. For La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 the gap did
not manifest itself up to a photon energy<3 meV. In the present model, because t
bandDm

1 of localized states is partially occupied and overlaps the superconducting
the optical conductivity at such low photon energies can be due to both hopping co
tivity in the Dm

1 band and optical transitions from the localized states to the exten
states above the upper edge of theEg

1 band.

FIG. 3. The single-electron DOS for the superconducting state. The energy is reckoned from theEF
0 . The Fermi

level EF50.672 meV. The solid curve is the impurity bandEg
1 . The dashed curve is the impurity bandDm

1 .
The superconducting gapD0510 meV. Inset: The energy distribution of the electron pairs. Parameter
uD533 meV,leff516.9 eV Å3, kklq

2 Nt /(QD
2 a0

3)50.47.
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In conclusion we present data on the electron concentration in the supercond
state. The energy distribution of the electron pairsr(jk) is shown in the inset of Fig. 3
One can see that the distribution tends to 1/4 nearEF . We calculated the pair concen
trationNp52.331020 cm23. FromEF and Eq.~11! we obtained the occupation numb
hm

150.396 for the localized stateshg
150.061 for the extended states. The concentrat

of localized electronsNl5hm
1Nim51.18831022 cm23, and the electron concentration i

the single-particle extended statesNs5hg
1Nim22Np51.3831021 cm23. Thus the rela-

tion Np!Ns!Nl shows the unusual character of the superconducting state.
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Self-localized carrier states in disordered ferroelectrics

V. A. Stephanovich
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252028
Kiev, Ukraine

~Submitted 15 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 425–429~10 March 1997!

A theory of self-localized states of free carriers near polarization fluc-
tuations~fluctuons! in disordered ferroelectrics is developed. Calcula-
tions are carried out for the model disordered ferroelectric
K12xLi xTaO3 (x!0.05). The basic characteristics of the fluctuon —
the energy and radius of the fluctuon state — are calculated as func-
tions of the impurity dipole concentration and temperature. The theory
predicts the appearence of stable fluctuon states in both the mixed
ferroelectric–dipole-glass phase~a dipole glass is the electric analog of
a spin glass! and the dipole-glass state of disordered ferroelectrics. The
possible role of fluctuons in kinetic phenomena such as conductivity in
these substances is discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01305-4#

PACS numbers: 71.38.1i, 77.80.2e

Self-localized states of the charge carrier~electon, hole, or sometimes exciton!,
namely polarons1 and fluctuons,2 play an important role in the physics of insulators a
semiconductors. While a great deal of scientific work has been devoted to investig
of polaron states~see, e.g., Refs. 1,4!, the available information about fluctuon states
very limited. Since a fluctuon is known to be a carrier trapped near a polariz
fluctuation,2,3 the carrier can interact with fluctuations induced by both longitudinal
transverse phonons. The latter are especially important in ferroelectrics for whic
spontaneous polarization is due to transverse phonons. A theory of fluctuon sta
ordinary ferroelectrics was developed in Ref. 5, where the domain walls were consi
as the main source of polarization fluctuations in the ferroelectric phase. Howeve
presence of short-range polar order in the dipole-glass state or a mixture of shor
long-range polar order in the mixed ferroglass phase is peculiar to disordered ferr
trics ~see, e.g., Ref. 6 and the references cited therein!. In such a system polarizatio
fluctuations are a basic characteristic of those phases. In view of the existence
fundamental electric current in many disordered ferroelectrics,7–9 the appearence of fluc
tuon states in these systems seems to be very probable. In the present work we p
a theory of self-localized~fluctuon! states of the charge carrier in disordered ferroelect
with random electric dipoles which induce concentrational phase transitions o
dipole-glass–mixed-phase–ferroelectric type. The calculations are carried out fo
model disordered ferroelectric K12xLi xTaO3 ~KLT ! (x!0.05), the impurity Li1 ions
being electric dipoles with random site and orientation.

The disordered ferroelectric KLT is known to have an ordinary ferroelectric ph
446 4460021-3640/97/050446-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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transition forx.0.05 and dipole-glass–mixed-ferroglass phase transitions forx<0.05 at
low temperatures (T!50 K!.10 The latter two phases correspond tonrc

3<1 (n5x/a3,
andx, r c , anda are the dipole concentration and the host lattice correlation radius
lattice constant, respectively!. It is known10 that in this concentration interval the effec
of disorder are quite strong~at large Li concentrations we simply have the case of
ordered ferroelectric LiTaO3), so that spatial nonuniformity of the polarization should
taken into account.

The fluctuon energy functional, allowing for the interaction of the charge ca
with the polarizationP in the effective mass approximation for strong coupling of t
carrier to the polarization, can be written as in Ref. 1:

W5
\2

2m* E u~¹C!2ud3r2E P•Dd3r1E f d3r , ~1!

wheref is the free-energy density of the disordered ferroelectric,m* andC(r ) andD are
the effective mass and wave function of the carrier and the electric displacemen
duced by the carrier, respectively. The last is given by

D~r !52eE uC~r1!u2
~r2r1!

ur2r1u3
d3r1 . ~2!

The free energyf was calculated recently11 for the case of 8-orientation dipoles and c
be written in the form

f52
4p

c F 12P21
d* 2

V0
2b
E
0

`~12cos~rP1E0~r!!!exp~F1~r!!dr

rE0~r!sinhS pr

2b D G , ~3!

c5
1

«`
2

1

«0
,

where d*5gd«0/3 is the effective dipole moment of the impurity,g is the Lorentz
factor, «0 and «` are the low- and high-frequency dielectric permittivities of the h
lattice,E0(r) is the average electric field induced by the dipoles,F1(r) is the width of
the distribution function of the random fields, calculated in Ref. 11,V0 is the unit cell
volume, andb[1/kT. Note that the factorc appears in~3! because only the inertial par
of the polarization contributes to the energy of the self-localized carrier state.

Equation~1! in reference to~2! and ~3! determines the properties of the fluctuo
Independent variation of~1! with respect toC andP gives the following equations fo
the fluctuon structure:

2D@C#1
4p

c F P2
d*

V0b
E
0

`sin~rP1E0~r!!exp~F1~r!!dr

sinhS pr

2b D G50, ~4a!

2
\2

2m*
¹2C2eP~C!E C~r1!

~z2z1!

ur2r1u3
d3r150, ~4b!
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System~4a!, ~4b! should be solved under the normalization condition

E uCu2d3r51 . ~4c!

Equation~4a! gives the relation betweenD andP. It therefore determines the de
pendence of the electric field of the carriers on the concentration of impurity dipoles
characteristics of the host lattice, and the parameters of the distribution function o
random fields of the impurity dipoles~the latter were used in the calculation of the fr
energy 3; see Ref. 11!. We must emphasize that in the case of a ferroelectric ph
induced by electric dipoles (nrc

3@1) the integral in Eq.~4a! can be calculated in the
mean field approximation, which is valid at large impurity concentrations~see Refs. 10,
11!, and turns out to equalbP1. It is easy to see that the expression in the brackets in
~4a! equals zero, so thatD50 and the fluctuon does not exist. This is because we did
take into account the domain walls, which have been shown5 to be the main source o
polarization fluctuations in ordinary ferroelectrics. Note that the system~4a!, ~4b! can
also be applied to investigation of the influence of charge carriers on the polarizati
disordered ferroelectrics. This influence has been shown to be important in many
dered ferroelectrics.7–9 Since the system~4a!, ~4b! is rather complicated, we were no
able to find its analytical solution. We shall therefore study the fluctuon properties
direct variational method. To do this, we must substitute~4a! into ~1! in reference to~2!
and minimize the resulting expression subject to condition~4c! with some trial function
C.

To obtain the energy of fluctuon ground state we shall choose the one-para
trial function which gives the lowest energy as compared to any other one-paramete
function, in a form similar to Ref. 1:

C5
1

A7pr 0
3/2S 11

r

r 0
DexpS 2

r

r 0
D , ~5!

wherer 0 is a variational parameter. Minimization of functional~1! in reference to rela-
tions ~4a! and~2! and with the parameters values for KLT leads to the following form
the fluctuon energy:

WC5
3\2

14m* r 0
2
0.428332e2c

6F~n,t!r 0
, ~6!

F~n,t!5S dP1dD D
P15P0

, ~7!

where P0 is the equilibrium homogeneous polarization (D(P0)50), n[nrc
3 , and

t5T/Tcmf (Tcmf is the ferroelectric phase transition temperature calculated in the m
field approximation!.

A calculation ofF(n,t) in reference to relation~4a! shows that the dependence
P1 on D has a hysteretic character: on theP1(D) curve there are parts with
448 448JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 V. A. Stephanovich
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dP1 /dD!0 and parts withdP1 /dD.0. It follows from Eqs.~6! and ~7! that the parts
where dP1 /dD!0 and the parts wheredP1 /dD.0 can lead to the maximum an
minimum fluctuon energy, respectively. In the latter case the fluctuon is stable, a
energy and radius of localization are as follows:

rmin5
6\2F~n,t!

m* e2c
, Wmin520.0054946

m* e4c2

\2F2~n,t!
. ~8!

These parameters are depicted in Fig. 1 along with the general form of the d
dence of the fluctuon energy onr 0 as calculated on the basis of Eqs.~6! and ~7! in
reference to relation~4a!. It is seen from relation~4a! that the dependence of the dime
sionless radius of the fluctuon state on the dipole concentration and temperature is
mined byF(n,t). The temperature dependence ofF(n,t) is shown in Fig. 2 for param-
eters which correspond to the dipole glass (n!ncr) and to the mixed phase
(1>n.ncr) with coexistence of short- and long-range polar order, i.e., with the ons
spontaneous polarization. It is seen from Fig. 2 that in the latter case the localiz
radius has a temperature dependence similar to that of the spontaneous polarizatio
is truly a manifestation of the fluctuon nature of the carrier localization in disord
ferroelectrics. Indeed, the increase of the spontaneous polarization with decreasin
perature means that its fluctuations are inhibited, which in turn decreases the flu
nucleation probability. This behavior also follows from Eq.~8! and Fig. 2, because
uWminu;1/rmin

2 , i.e., the localization radius growth decreases the depth of the fluc
energy minimum. Points at whichF(n,t)50 correspond to the onset of spontaneo
polarization, i.e., to the phase transition temperature.11

At these pointsrmin→0 whileWmin→2`. This means that the fluctuon collapses
phase transition points. AtT.Tc ~paraelectric phase! rminÞ0 and the localization radius
is finite on account of polarization fluctuations induced by the random electric field
the impurity dipoles. Fluctuons can also be stable in the dipole-glass state, where
clusters of short-range order can induce strong polarization fluctuations~see Fig. 2!.

FIG. 1. Energy of fluctuon ground state as a function of the variational parameterr 0 for stable~1! and unstable
~2! states of the fluctuon.
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The calculations have shown that disordered ferroelectrics are suitable med
revealing and investigating self-localized fluctuon states of carriers. It can be sup
that the fluctuon contribution to the electric current~and photocurrent, which was ob
served recently in KLT!9 might be substantial. This contribution depends on the posi
of the fluctuon local level in the ferroelectric band gap. To shed light on this questio
us make some numerical estimates ofrmin andWmin . We have from Eq.~8!

rmin53.18
F

ac
~Å!, Wmin520.16

ac2

F2 ~eV!, ~9!

where a5m* /m0 (m0 is the free electron mass!. For validity of the effective mass
approximation we must havermin>(3–4)a (a.4 Å for KTaO3). Puttingrmin53a in ~9!,
we haveF/ac.3.8, which gives

Wmin.2
0.01

a
~eV!. ~10!

ThereforeuWminu<0.01 eV, i.e., fluctuons produce very shallow local levels in
lattice band gap near the valence band bottom for electrons. Note that the obs
temperature anomalies of the photocurrent in KLT have been explained on the as
tion that a very shallow local level exists near the valence band ceiling.9 This level could
be of a fluctuon nature. More-precise estimates of the fluctuon characteristics in
dered ferroelectrics and of their contribution to the conductivity and other kinetic
nomena require additional experimental and theoretical investigations.
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FIG. 2. Dimensionless localization radiusF(n,t) versus the dimensionless temperaturet5T/Tcmf . The curves
are labeled with the values ofn5nrc

3 .
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The possibility of a very large magnetoresistance in half-
metallic oxide systems

A. M. Bratkovsky
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto, California 94304-1392

~Submitted 22 January 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 430–435~10 March 1997!

The tunnel magnetoresistance~TMR! is analyzed for ferromagnet–
insulator–ferromagnet junctions, including novel half-metallic systems
with 100% spin polarization. Direct tunneling is compared with the
impurity-assisted and resonant TMR. Direct tunneling in iron-group
systems leads to about a 20% change in resistance, as observed experi-
mentally. Impurity-assisted tunneling decreases the TMR to 4% with
Fe-based electrodes. A resonant tunnel diode structure would give a
TMR of about 8%. The model applies qualitatively to half-metallics,
where the change in resistance in the absence of spin flips may be
arbitrarily large and even in the case of imperfect magnetic configura-
tions the resistance change can be several thousand percent. Examples
of half-metallic ferromagnetic systems are CrO2/TiO2 and
CrO2/RuO2. A discussion of their properties is presented. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01405-9#

PACS numbers: 73.40.Gk, 73.61.2r, 75.70.Pa

Tunneling of spin-polarized electrons is of fundamental interest and is poten
applicable to magnetic sensors and memory devices.1 In a search of systems with max
mal performance it is important to consider the generic properties affecting the m
toresistance and other characteristics. A standard model for spin tunneling has
formulated by Julliere2 and further developed by Stearns3 and Slonczewski.4 This model
is expected to work rather well for iron-, cobalt-, and nickel-based metals, accordi
Refs. 3 and 5. However, important aspects have not been taken into account there
as an impurity scattering and a reduced effective mass of carriers inside the barrier
issues have important implications for magnetoresistance and will be considered
along with proposed novel half-metallic systems which in principle should show
ultimate performance.

We shall describe electrons in ferromagnet–insulating-barrier–ferromagnet~f–b–f!

systems by the Schro¨dinger equation4 (H02h•ŝ)c5Ec, whereH052(\2/2ma)¹
2

1Ua is the single-particle Hamiltonian, with potential energyU(r ) and exchange energ

h(r … (50 inside the barrier!, and ŝ stands for the Pauli matrices; the indexa51, 2, 3
labels quantities pertaining to the left terminal, barrier, and right terminal, respective
a standard formalism the tunnel current is given by some integral of a transmi
probabilityT5(ss8Tss8, which has a particularly simple form for a square barrier a
452 4520021-3640/97/050452-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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stands for the spin index of the initial~final! state.

Taking into account the misalignment of the spin moments in ferromagnetic te
nals ~given by the angleu between them!, we obtain for the conductance of a squa
barrier the following corrected Slonczewski’s formula4 to leading order in exp(2kw),
assuming for the moment, that the electrodes are equivalent,

G5Gfbf~11Pfb
2 cos~u!!,

Gfbf5
e2

p\

k

pw Fk~k↑1k↓!~k21m2
2k↑k↓!

~k21m2
2k↑

2!~k21m2
2k↓

2! G
2

e22kw, ~1!

Pfb5
k↑2k↓
k↑1k↓

k22m2
2k↑k↓

k21m2
2k↑k↓

,

whereG is the surface conductance per unit area,Pfb is the effective polarization of the
electrode,k5@2m2(U02E)/\2#1/2, andU0 is the top of the barrier.

a! By taking a typical
value ofG54–5 S/cm2 ~Ref. 5!, k↑51.09 Å21, k↓50.42 Å21, m1'1 ~for itinerantd
electrons in Fe; Ref. 3! and a typical barrier height for Al2O3 ~measured from the Ferm
levelm) f5U02m53 eV, at a thicknessw'20 Å, one arrives at the following estimat
for the effective mass in the barrier:m2'0.4.b! A reduced band mass for the oxide barri
is a natural consequence of the large width of thes–p bands in the insulator. Thes
values givePFe50.28, in fair agreement with the experimental value 0.4~Refs. 1 and 5;
PFe,0 if the mass correction is neglected!. The existing formalism and parameters a
sufficient for our present qualitative and even semi-quantitative analysis.

We define the magnetoresistance as the relative change in contact conductanc
a change of the mutual orientation of the spins from parallel P (GP for u50) to antipar-
allel AP (GAP for u5180°), as

MR5~GP2GAP!/GAP52PP8/~12PP8!, ~2!

which differs from the standard definition2,1 by the minus sign in the denominator.

The most striking feature of Eqs.~1! and ~2! is thatMR tends to infinity for van-
ishing k↓ , i.e., when the electrodes are made of a 100% spin-polarized ma
(P5P851) because of a gap in the density of states for minority carriers up to
conduction band minimumECB↓ . Although such half-metallic behavior is rare, som
materials do possess this amazing property, most interestingly the oxides CrO2 and
Fe3O4 ~Ref. 7!. These oxides are most interesting for future applications in combina
with matching materials, as we shall illustrate below.

A more accurate analysis of the I–V curve requires a numerical calculation
arbitrary biases and inclusion of image forces6 ~Fig. 1!. The top panel in Fig. 1 show
I–V curves for an iron-basedf–b–f junction with the parameters given above. The va
of TMR is about 20% at low biases and steadily decreases with increased bias
half-metallic case (k↓50, Fig. 1, middle panel, where a thresholdeVc5ECB↓2m50.3
eV has been assumed! we obtainzeroconductanceGAP in the AP configuration at biase
lower thanVc . It is easy to see that above this threshold,GAP}(V2Vc)

5/2 at tempera-
tures much smaller thaneVc . Thus, foruVu,Vc in the AP geometry one hasMR5`. In
453 453JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. M. Bratkovsky
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practice there are several effects that reduce this MR to some finite value, notab
imperfect AP alignment of moments in the electrodes. However, from Fig. 2 we see
even at a 20° deviation from the AP configuration the value of MR exceeds 3000% i
interval uVu,Vc , and this is indeed a very large value.

An important aspect of spin-tunneling is the effect of tunneling through defect s
in the ~amorphous! oxide barrier. Since the contacts under consideration are typic
short, their I–V curve and MR should be very sensitive to defect resonant states
barrier with energies close to the chemical potential, forming ‘‘channels’’ with ne
periodic positions of the impurities.8 Generally, channels with one impurity~most likely
to dominate in thin barriers! would result in monotonic behavior of the I–V curv
whereas channels with two or more impurities would produce intervals with neg
differential conductance, as was shown by Larkin and Matveev.9 We shall estimate the
spin conductance in this model. Impurity-assisted spin tunneling at zero temperatur@the
general case would require integration with the Fermi factors# can be written in the form9

Gs5
2e2

p\(
i

G lsG rs

~Ei2m!21G2 , ~3!

FIG. 1. Conductance and magnetoresistance of tunnel junctions versus bias at 300 K with multiple
potential and exact transmission coefficients. Top panel: conventional~Fe-based! tunnel junction~for param-
eters see text!. Middle panel: half-metallic electrodes. Bottom panel: magnetoresistance for the half-me
electrodes. The dashed line shows schematically a region where the transport is governed by a ga
minority spin states. Imperfect antiparallel alignment (u5160°) is marked as↑↘.
454 454JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. M. Bratkovsky
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whereGs5G ls1G rs is the total width of a resonance given by a sum of the par
widthsG l (G r) corresponding to electron tunneling from the impurity state at the en
Ei to the left ~right! terminal. For a rectangular barrier we have

G ls5e i
2m2ks

k21m2
2ks

2

e2k~w12zi !

k~ 1
2w1zi !

, ~4!

wherezi is the coordinate of the impurity with respect to the center of the barrier (G r is
obtained from the previous expression by substitutingzi→2zi and taking the final spin
state into account!, and e i5\2k2/(2m2). The conductance has a sharp maximu
(5e2/(2p\)) whenm5Ei andG l5G r , i.e., for the symmetric position of the impurit
in the barrier. Following Larkin and Matveev, we assume that we haven defect levels per
unit volume and unit energy interval in the barrier. Averaging over impurities, we ob
the following formula~which is similar to~1! and~2!! for impurity-assisted conductanc
to leading order in exp(2kw):

MR152P fbP f8b /~12P fbP f8b!, ~5!

whereP fb5(r ↑2r ↓)/(r ↑1r ↓), with r s5@m2kks /(k
21m2

2ks
2)#1/2. One may callP fb a

‘‘polarization’’ of the impurity channel. The impurity-assisted conductance per unit
is approximatelygfbf5e2/(p\)N1, whereN15p2nG1 /k is the effective number of one
impurity channels per unit area, andG15e i(r ↑1r ↓)

2exp(2kw)/(kw).

Comparing the direct~3! and impurity-assisted contributions to the conductance,
see that the latter dominates when the impurity density of states

FIG. 2. Density of states of CrO2/TiO2 ~top panel! and~CrO2)2/RuO2 ~bottom panel! half-metallic multilayers.
D indicates a spin splitting of the Crd band nearEF ~schematic!.
455 455JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. M. Bratkovsky
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n;(k/p)3e i
21exp(2kw), and in our example a crossover takes place atn;1027

Å23
•eV21. When resonant transmission dominates, the magnetoresistance will b

4% in the case of Fe. With standard ferromagnetic electrodes, the conductance
hanced but the magnetoresistance is reduced in comparison with the clean limit.
further increase of the defect density and/or the barrier width, the channels with tw
more impurities will become more effective, as has been mentioned above.9

It is interesting to consider a resonant tunnel diode~RTD! type of structure with, for
example, an ultrathin nonmagnetic layer placed between two oxide barrier layers
ducing a resonant level at some energyEr . The only difference from the previou
discussion is the effectively 1D character of the transport in RTD in comparison with
impurity-assisted transport. However, all basic expressions remain practically the
and the estimated magnetoresistance is:

MRRTD5@~r ↑
22r ↓

2!/~2r ↑r ↓!#
2, ~6!

which is 8% for Fe electrodes. We see that the presence of random impurity level
single resonant level reduces the value of the magnetoresistance as compared wit
tunneling.

It is very important thatin the case of half-metallicsone hasr ↓50, P fb51, and
even with an imperfect barrier the magnetoresistance can, at least in principle, rea
value, limited only by spin-flip processes in the barrier/interface and/or misalignme
moments in the half-metallic ferromagnetic electrodes. This should combine a very
magnetoresistance with enhanced conductance in tunnel-MR junctions. Comparin
conventional systems~e.g., FeNi electrodes!, we see that resonant tunneling significan
reduces the tunnel MR by itself, so that the possibility of improving the conductance
still having a very large magnetoresistance resides primarily with half-metallics.

We shall finish with a couple of examples of novel systems with half-meta
behavior, CrO2/TiO2 and CrO2/RuO2 ~Fig. 2!. They are based on half-metallic CrO2 and
all species have the rutile structure type with almost perfect lattice matching, w
should yield a good interface and should help in keeping the system at the de
stoichiometry. TiO2 and RuO2 are used as the barrier/spacer oxides. The half-met
behavior of the corresponding multilayer systems is demonstrated by the band stru
calculated within the linear muffin-tin orbitals method~LMTO! in a supercell geometry
with @001# growth direction and periodic boundary conditions. The present conclus
should also apply to singlef–b–f junctions. The calculations show that CrO2/TiO2 is a
perfect half-metallic, whereas~CrO2)2/RuO2 is a weak half-metallic, since there is som
small minority DOS aroundEF ~Fig. 2!. In comparison, there are only states in t
majority spin band at the Fermi level in CrO2/TiO2 ~hence an exactintegervalue of the
magnetic moment in the unit cell~52mB/Cr in CrO2/TiO2).

The electronic structure of CrO2/TiO2 shows a half-metallic gap which is 2.6 e
wide and extends on both sides of the Fermi level, where there is a gap either
minority or majority spin band. Thus, a huge magnetoresistance should in princip
seen not only for electrons at the Fermi level biased up to 0.5 eV, but also fohot
electrons. We note that states at the Fermi level are a mixture of Cr(d) and O(2p) states,
so that thep–d interaction within the first coordination shell produces a strong hyb
456 456JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. M. Bratkovsky
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ization gap, and the Stoner spin splitting moves the Fermi level right into the ga
minority carriers~Fig. 2!.

An important difference between the two spacer oxides is that TiO2 is an insulator
whereas RuO2 is a good metallic conductor. Thus, the former system can be used
tunnel junction, whereas the latter will form a metallic multilayer. In the latter case
physics of conduction is different from tunneling, but the effect of vanishing ph
volume for transmitted states still works when current is passed through such a s
perpendicular to planes. For the P orientation of the moments on the electrod
CrO2/RuO2 would have normal metallic conduction, whereas in the AP orientation
expect it to have a semiconducting type of transport, with a crossover between th
regimes. One interesting possibility is to make a spin-valve transistor10 and check the
effect in a hot-electron region. CrO2/TiO2 seems to a be a natural candidate to check
present predictions about half-metallic behavior and for a possible record tunnel m
toresistance. An important advantage of these systems is an almost perfect lattice
at the oxide interfaces. The absence of such a match of the conventional Al2O3 barrier
with Heusler half-metallics~NiMnSb and PtMnSb! may have been among other reaso
for their unimpressive performance in that case.11

By using all-oxide half-metallic systems, as the present examples show, one
bypass many materials issues. Then the main concerns for achieving a very large
netoresistance will be spin-flip centers, magnon-assisted events, and imperfect alig
of moments. As to conventional tunnel junctions, the present results show that the
ence of defect states in the barrier, or a resonant state like that in a resonant tunne
type of structure, reduces their magnetoresistance by severalfold but may drama
increase the current through the structure.

I am grateful to R. S. Williams, G. S. Lee, C. Morehouse, J. Brug, T. Anthony,
J. Nickel for many valuable discussions.

a!For unlike electrodesGfbf must be replaced byGfbf8 andPfb
2→PfbPf8b by substitutionsk↑→k↑8 andk↓→k↓8 .

For the case of different massesks→ks /ms .
b!An even smaller valuem250.2 has been used by Q. Q. Shu and W. G. Ma for Al–Al2O3–metal junctions
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Production of coherent states of excitons in
semiconductors by means of the recombination of free
carriers

A. N. Oraevski a)

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, 117924 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 5 February 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 5, 436–440~10 March 1997!

It is shown that the modern experimental techniques make it possible to
produce a coherent Bose condensate of excitons in semiconductors by
the direct recombination of electrons from the conduction band and
holes from the valence band. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01505-3#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Lk, 05.30.Jp

The generation of coherent states of an electromagnetic field is a well-mas
process in laser technology. A more exotic process is the production of coherent sta
Bose particles with nonzero rest mass. The precipitation of particles into a Bose co
sate is not sufficient to obtain a coherent state. For example, in an ‘‘underexcited’’
photons can accumulate in one cavity mode on account ofspontaneoustransitions, but
such a state of the electromagnetic field will not be coherent. A coherent state o
electromagnetic field in a laser is produced on account ofstimulatedtransitions with the
self-excitation condition being satisfied. Analogous conditions must also be produc
order to obtain a coherent state of any Bose particles. In Ref. 1 it is shown that
superconductor at temperatures below the critical temperature the condition for in
production of Cooper pairs is automatically satisfied, so that the superconducting
condensate is coherent. Another example of the production of a coherent Bose state
be the induced generation of excitons in semiconductors.

An experiment on induced generation of excitons in Cu2O was performed in Ref. 2
An excitonic orthostate was excited with a dye laser, producing a population inve
with respect to the parastate, whose energy is lower. The coherent amplification
excitonic parapacket as a result of transitions from the orthostate, which were induc
the excitonic parapacket, was observed experimentally.

It is of interest to obtain coherent excitonic states by means of the direct reco
nation of an electron from the conduction band and a hole from the valence band. I
case it is natural to use any excitation method applicable for pumping semicond
lasers. Specifically, it is possible to produce a generator of coherent excitons on the
of p–n junctions in different modifications: homojunctions, heterojunctions, quan
wells, quantum wires, and even quantum dots. There is hope of producing a dev
which laser generation and generation of coherent excitonic states are compet
successive processes.

The clarification of the possibility of realizing a mechanism for producing a cohe
458 4580021-3640/97/050458-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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condensate of excitons by direct recombination of free carriers is the subject o
analysis in this letter.

If a reaction channel leads to the formation of a different particle, then the n
produced particle can decay via the inverse channel. The condition that particle pr
tion via a definite channel exceeds the rate of decay of the particles via the in
channel is a necessary condition for induced generation of particles and is calle
inversion condition.

Let us examine the process whereby an electron with momentump from the con-
duction band and a hole with momentump8 from the valence band recombine to form a
exciton with momentumP. The spontaneous recombination of a pair of carriers w
opposite charge into an exciton occurs with the emission or absorption of an ac
phonon.3,4 Its participation in the recombination process ensures conservation of mo
tum. But an acoustic phonon takes away a very small fraction of the energy. Fo
reason, energy conservation is ensured by a conversion of a large fraction of the e
into translational energy of the exciton formed.3,4 However, if we are concerned with th
induced production of a Bose condensate of excitons in a state with a definite value
momentum, then the participation of only an acoustic phonon in this process c
ensure the exact satisfaction of the law of conservation of energy. However, exac
servation of energy in the process of induced recombination is not required on acco
the finite lifetime of the free carriers in a state with a specific energy~momentum!. The
inversion condition can be written as follows:

W~p,p8;P;NP!np
enp8

h
2W~NP ;P;p,p8!~12np

e!~12np8
h

!.0, ~1!

whereW(p,p8;P;NP) andW(NP ;P;p,p8) are the kinetic coefficients of the recomb
nation reaction of carriers into an exciton and of the inverse reaction, respectively
NP is the density of excitons in a state with momentumP.

Let us assume that each type of free carrier has a quasiequilibrium distribution
band and is in temperature equilibrium with the lattice. Then

np
e5@exp~ep2me!11#21, np8

h
5@exp~ep82mh!11#21, ~2!

whereme,h are the chemical potentials of the carriers in the conduction and val
bands, respectively. The kinetic coefficients of the forward and inverse processe
related with one another by the well-known relation5

W~p,p8;P;NP!

W~NP ;P;p,p8!
5expS DE

kT D , ~3!

whereDE5ep1ep82(Eg2eex1eP1eq) is the energy difference between the initial a
final states,Eg is the band gap,eP is the kinetic energy of the exciton formed,eex is the
binding energy of the pair in an exciton, andeq is the energy of the acoustic phono
Substituting Eqs.~2! and ~3!, the condition~1! becomes

me1mh.Eg2eex1eP1eq . ~4!

The relation~4! is of the same form as the inversion condition for a semiconductor la6

In a semiconductor laser the energy difference on the right-hand side of the inequal~4!
equals the energy of the photons generated by the laser. In the case at hand this dif
459 459JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. N. Oraevski 
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equals the sum of the energies of the exciton formedEP5Eg2eex1eP and the energy
eq of the phonon emitted in the process. One can see that the condition~4! holds best for
an exciton at rest. We underscore the fact that it presupposes a temperature equi
inside the subsystem of free carriers and between free carriers and the lattice. If s
equilibrium does not exist, then the inversion condition depends strongly on the m
nism of induced production of excitons.

The inversion condition~4! certainly holds if the states of the electrons and holes
statistically degenerate. In this case their chemical potentials extend deep into the
sponding bands. But a degenerate state is unfavorable for exciton production beca
Debye screening. A necessary condition for the existence of excitons is

r D~n,T!.r ex , ~5!

wherer D is the Debye screening radius~which depends on the carrier density and te
perature!, n is the electron density, andr ex is the Bohr radius of the exciton.

In the general case the relation~5! cannot be written in an analytical form, and ev
a numerical investigation of the relation is a very unwieldy problem since the ca
density is a two-parameter function. To circumvent this difficulty we shall examin
special case. Let us assume that a carrier density corresponding tome5Eg is maintained
in the sample. In this case it can be assumed that the state of the carriers is stati
nondegenerate and the well-known formula7

r D~n,T!5S kT4p

x

e2
1

nD
1/2

, ~6!

wherex is the permittivity of the sample, can be used to calculate the Debye scre
radius. For a prescribed chemical potential, the carrier density is determined b
relation

n~T!5
4p

~2p\!3
E
0

` p2dp

exp~p2/2mekT!11
5n0E

0

`Axdx
ex11S kTeex

D 3/2, ~7!

where

n05
4A2p~meeex!

3/2

~2p\!3
, E

0

`Axdx
ex11

50.678. ~8!

Sincer ex5x\2/e2mr (mr is the reduced mass of the exciton!, a limit on the temperature
follows from the relations~5!–~7!:

kT

eex
,5.4

mr
3

me
3 . ~9!

In many materials the hole mass is much greater than the electron mass in the cond
band. For this reason, the reduced mass ratio of the exciton is close to the electro
so that the temperature of the sample can be approximately five times higher tha
binding energy of the exciton.

Just as in the excitation of lasing in a laser, the inversion condition~4! is only
necessary. A sufficient condition for coherent excitation of excitons is that the differ
460 460JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 5, 10 March 1997 A. N. Oraevski 
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of the rates of induced recombination of carriers into excitons and the inverse pr
exceeds the rate of decay of the coherence state of the excitons via other channe

(
p,p8

@W~p,p8;P;NP!np
enp8

h
2W~NP ;P;p,p8!~12np

e!~12np8
h

!#.
NP

tex
. ~10!

According to the rules of quantum mechanics, the rate of induced production of exc
can be expressed in terms of the cross section for spontaneous recombination of c
into an exciton:

(
p,p8

W~p,p8;P;NP!np
enp8

h
5sn2

SP
r
NP , ~11!

where

SP5Smh

me
D 3/2K up G

~ee1eh1eex2eq!
21G2L ~12!

is the form factor for stimulated transitions averaged over the distribution of elec
and holes,G is the width of the resonance determined by the time for establishin
quasiequilibrium carrier distribution,u is the relative velocity of the electron and hole

r54pA2SAmex

2p\ D 3^Aee1eh1eex2eq& ~13!

is density of energy states, averaged over the electron and hole distributions, of s
neously produced excitons per unit volume of the semiconductor sample,mex is the
electron mass, andtex is the lifetime of the coherent state of the excitons. In calculat
~12! and~13! the energy of the acoustic phonon can be dropped because of its sma
compared with other terms.3,4

Now the relation~10! can be represented in the form

sn2
SP
r F12expS 2

me1mh2EP

kT D G.
1

tex
. ~14!

One can see that the condition for the production of a coherent state of excitons ho
the better, the lower the temperature and the lower the kinetic energy of an excito
We shall calculate the left-hand side of the relation~14! for me5Eg andP50. Direct
numerical integration shows that in this case the relation

mh

kT
5 lnSme

mh
D 3/2 ~15!

describes quite well~to within 10%! the chemical potential of the holes. Substituti
expressions~7!, ~12!, and~13! into the inequality~14! gives

sn0A2eex
me

S mh

mex
D 3/2HS~a!

r~a!

1

aF12Smh

me
D 3/2e2aG J .

1

tex
, ~16!

where
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,
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0

` A~x1y1a!xydxdy

~ex11!@~mh /me!
3/2ey11#

, a5
eex
kT

, b5
G

eex
.

For estimates, we take the typical values of the parameters:G'1013 s21, eex'10 meV,
mh'mex'0.5m0 , andmex'0.1m0. The factor on the right-hand of Eq.~17! has a maxi-
mum as a function of the parametera, equal to 1.1•1023 at a'3.5. The width of this
maximum is such that in the interval 2.5,a,6 the values of the function>0.3•1023.
The choice of the parametera in this interval is in complete agreement with the inequ
ity ~9!. The cross sections for spontaneous recombination is calculated in Refs. 3 an
It is virtually independent of the density and temperature and equals 10211210212

cm2. Finally, the right-hand side of the inequality~16! is of the order of 2•108 s21. The
condition for the production of a coherent state of excitons will hold if the lifetime of
state exceeds 5•1029 s. Excitons with even longer spontaneous decay times exis
nature. For example, the lifetimes of orthoexcitons in Cu2O exceed 1028 s, and paraex-
citons last even longer — up to 1025 s.2,8 Incidentally, estimates for Cu2O are more
optimistic than the those made above, since electrons and holes in this material ha
same masses and the binding energy of a pair in an exciton is 15 times greater th
used in our estimates.3 According to Eq.~16!, both facts facilitate the production of a
inverted state. According to Eq.~7!, the required free-carrier densities lie in the ran
101621018 cm23, depending on the effective mass of the carriers. There is no funda
tal problem in obtaining the pumping intensities required to produce such free-c
densities. Semiconductor lasers are an example.

In summary, the production of coherent states of excitons by the direct recom
tion of free carriers is easily achievable with modern experiment methods.

The new apparatus requires a suitable name. In Ref. 2 the authors propose th
‘‘Excitoner.’’ This name is sonorous but it does not reflect the essence of the operat
the device. I venture the name ‘‘Stemeks.’’ This is a Russian transcription of the a
viation Stemecs — Stimulated Emission of an Exciton Coherent State.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
96-02-18051!.
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